Introduction {#s1}
============

A major goal in neuroscience is to understand how the brain computes behaviorally relevant stimulus properties from streams of incoming sensory data ([@bib57]). Visual motion guides behaviors across the animal kingdom. To navigate, many vertebrates and invertebrates use visual data to estimate the velocity of full field motion, and they use that estimate to judge their motion with respect to their environment ([@bib61]; [@bib33]; [@bib52]; [@bib46]). Spatially localized motion perception ([@bib28]; [@bib3]; [@bib9]) is also important, as it can indicate the presence of predators or prey in the environment ([@bib53]; [@bib20]; [@bib44]; [@bib75]), and spatial velocity gradients allow animals to judge relative distances ([@bib54]; [@bib62]; [@bib36]; [@bib47]). In principle, different algorithms could be used to estimate different types of motion. However, data suggest that many animals compute local motion over an array of spatially localized elementary motion detectors, or EMDs, and then differentially pool those signals for use in different behaviors and neural operations ([@bib28]; [@bib3]; [@bib9]; [@bib8]; [@bib20]; [@bib19]; [@bib55]).

The Hassenstein-Reichardt correlator (HRC) was introduced nearly sixty years ago to model the EMD underlying the beetle\'s optomotor response ([@bib25]). It has since provided numerous insights into motion-guided behaviors across a variety of insect species. The HRC\'s successes are most striking in flies, where the HRC accurately predicts a wide variety of behavioral and neural responses ([@bib22]; [@bib9]; [@bib16]; [@bib24]), and even adaptation to stimulus statistics ([@bib6]). The HRC\'s importance also extends to primates and vertebrates, where the EMDs are often described in terms of the motion energy model ([@bib1]). In particular, although the HRC and motion energy models differ in terms of their intuition and neuronal bases, both models rely on the same mathematical fact about moving visual stimuli---motion causes pairs of spatially separated points to become correlated when a stimulus moves from one location towards the other ([@bib1]; [@bib71]). A simple algebraic identity shows that the HRC and motion energy models are computationally equivalent.

Research on *Drosophila*\'s motion detection system has progressed quickly in recent years. With an influx of novel genetic, anatomical, and physiological tools, *Drosophila* researchers are able to perform experiments that have revealed an intricate neural circuit whose details were not anticipated. For example, separate pathways process the motion of light and dark moving edges ([@bib29]; [@bib12]; [@bib39]), and different neurons within these pathways coordinate the motion response depending on the velocity of motion ([@bib2]). Furthermore, connectomic analysis has revealed that more spatial and temporal channels converge onto the fly\'s motion computing neurons than had been predicted by the HRC\'s two-input architecture ([@bib64]). Going forward, it is critical that the field discovers which of these circuit details are computationally relevant and which are not. Since many of these details go beyond the HRC\'s premise, we must consider alternate theories if we hope to understand how circuit details contribute to motion estimation.

A large body of theoretical and experimental work supports the hypothesis that visual systems are tailored for functionality in the animal\'s natural behavioral context ([@bib60]). For example, photoreceptors adapt effectively across the ecological range of light levels ([@bib31]), the excess number of OFF vs ON retinal ganglion cells matches the excess information of dark vs light contrasts in natural images ([@bib51]), and several learning algorithms predict receptive fields similar to early cortical neurons when applied to natural images ([@bib45]; [@bib5]). These examples are special cases of the general hypothesis that the early visual system provides an efficient code for the natural visual environment, and recent research suggests that efficient coding accounts for certain aspects of higher-level coding and perception as well ([@bib67]; [@bib26]; [@bib73]).

Several recent studies have established connections between the biological algorithms used for visual motion estimation and the statistical demands of naturalistic motion estimation. Natural stimuli are intricately structured and light--dark asymmetric ([@bib21]), and a variety of low and high order correlations characterize motion in such an environment. Although the HRC and motion energy models only respond to pairwise correlations in their inputs ([@bib1]; [@bib71]), the Bayes optimal visual motion estimator also incorporates a variety of higher-order correlations of both even and odd order ([@bib49]; [@bib18]). Accordingly, certain visual stimuli that contain only higher-order correlations induce motion percepts in both vertebrates and insects ([@bib11]; [@bib50]; [@bib74]; [@bib46]; [@bib27]; [@bib13]), and theoretical work shows that the correlations that characterize these stimuli can also improve motion estimation in natural environments ([@bib13]). This demonstrates that neither the HRC nor the motion energy model can account for the totality of experimentally observed motion percepts and suggests that departures from these canonical models might improve motion estimation accuracy. Relatively little is known about the neural basis of these higher-order motion percepts, although several studies have suggested intriguing commonalities across insect and primate species ([@bib13]; [@bib43]).

Here we investigate whether the computational demands imposed by accurate motion estimation in natural environments can illuminate the unexpected details of *Drosophila*\'s motion estimation circuit or account for non-Reichardtian motion perception in flies. We study a sequence of five computational models, each of which considers a conceptually new aspect of the motion estimation problem. Since each model succeeds in improving estimation accuracy, these results provide a range of nonlinear circuit mechanisms that flies and other animals might incorporate into their motion estimators. We describe how observed elements of *Drosophila*\'s motion estimation circuitry could support such computations ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Importantly, four of the five models also predict the signs and approximate magnitudes of known non-Reichardtian motion percepts in flies. Since the models were tuned exclusively for estimation accuracy, these results support the view that non-Reichardtian motion percepts probe ethologically relevant aspects of biological motion estimators. More generally, our results posit normative interpretations for some unexpected aspects of the fly\'s motion estimation circuit and behavior and suggest that non-Reichardtian aspects of fly circuitry and behavior might be closely linked through the statistics of natural scenes.10.7554/eLife.09123.003Table 1.The different models used in this paper, experimental results that support each model, and references for those results**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.003](10.7554/eLife.09123.003)ModelSupporting evidenceFront-end nonlinearity• Photoreceptors show nonlinear responses to contrast changes ([@bib38]; [@bib32]; [@bib31]; [@bib69])• Some neurons in the early visual system have nonlinear responses that make their output signals nearly uniform ([@bib37])Weighted 4-quadrant model• Visual processing is divided early into ON and OFF channels ([@bib29]; [@bib12]; [@bib4]; [@bib41]; [@bib63])• The two output channels (T4/T5) are sensitive to light and dark edges ([@bib39]), but their inputs are incompletely rectified ([@bib4])• Stimuli targeting the four quadrants are differentially represented in neural substrates ([@bib12]; [@bib30])Non-multiplicative nonlinearity• Pure multiplication is not a trivial neural operation ([@bib35])• Inputs to T4/T5 are nonlinearly transformed ([@bib4]), which also contributes to the biologically implemented non-multiplicative nonlinearityUnrestricted nonlinearity• The direction-selective neurons T4 receive inputs from more than two types of neurons ([@bib64]; [@bib2])• T4 receives inputs from both its major input channels at overlapping points in space ([@bib64])Extra input nonlinearity• The direction-selective neuron T4 receives inputs from more than two discrete retinotopic locations ([@bib64])

Results {#s2}
=======

Flies incorporate motion signals that the HRC neglects {#s2-1}
------------------------------------------------------

The HRC is the dominant model of motion computation in flies and other insects. In this paper we describe several generalizations of the HRC, but it is helpful to first review this canonical model. The HRC comprises three stages of processing. First, two different temporal filters (here, a low-pass filter $\left( f\left( t \right) \right)$ and a high-pass filter $\left( g\left( t \right) \right)$) are applied to each of two spatially filtered visual input streams ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, 'Materials and methods'). These four filtered signals are then paired and multiplied ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, the HRC takes the difference between the two multiplied signals to obtain a mirror anti-symmetric motion estimator ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Because the HRC combines its two input channels via a multiplication operation, the average output of the HRC depends only on 2-point correlations in the visual stimulus. We thus refer to the HRC as a 2-point correlator, and we will return to this mathematical characterization of the HRC repeatedly throughout this work.10.7554/eLife.09123.004Figure 1.The Hassenstein-Reichardt correlator (HRC) model is an incomplete description of *Drosophila*\'s motion estimator.(**A**) Diagram of the HRC model. (**B**) We assessed motion estimation performance across an ensemble of naturalistic motions, each of which consisted of a natural image ([@bib70]) and a velocity chosen from a normal distribution. (**C**) We quantified model accuracy by comparing the model response to the true velocity using the mean squared error. (**D**) We summarized the error with the correlation coefficient between the model output and the true velocity. (**E**) In previous work ([@bib13]), we used a panoramic display and spherical treadmill to measure the rotational responses of *Drosophila* to visual stimuli. (**F**) We presented flies with binary stimuli called gliders ([@bib27]), which imposed specific 2-point and 3-point correlations ([@bib13]). (**G**) Flies turned in response to 3-point glider stimuli, but these responses cannot be predicted by the standard HRC. (**H**) Diagram of the converging 3-point correlator, which is designed to detect higher-order motion signals like those found in 3-point glider stimuli. (**I**) Adding the converging 3-point correlator to the HRC improved motion estimation performance with naturalistic inputs. We optimized weighting coefficients to minimize the mean squared error over the ensemble of naturalistic motions and used cross-validation to protect against over-fitting. (**J**) This model predicted that *Drosophila* would weakly turn in response to 3-point glider stimuli.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.004](10.7554/eLife.09123.004)

No motion estimator is perfect for every stimulus, and this paper explores the hypothesis that evolution has tuned *Drosophila*\'s motion estimator for visual experiences that are likely to result from ordinary behavior in natural environments ([Appendix 1](#app1){ref-type="app"}). We assessed the accuracy of the HRC and other motion estimators by approximating naturalistic motion as the rigid translation of natural images ([@bib13]), with a velocity distribution that mimicked *Drosophila*\'s natural behavior ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, 'Materials and methods') ([@bib34]). We spatiotemporally filtered the input signals to simulate the responses of two neighboring photoreceptors ('Materials and methods'). We quantified the performance of each model as the mean squared error between the input velocity and model output. However, we report each model\'s accuracy as the correlation coefficient between its output and the true velocity ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), an intuitive metric that is equivalent to the mean squared error for correctly scaled model outputs ('Materials and methods'). In isolation, the local HRC was weakly correlated with the velocity of motion ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Although the HRC\'s performance can be improved by averaging over space and time ([@bib15]; [@bib13]), this study explores how alternate nonlinear processing can improve motion estimation accuracy without sacrificing spatial or temporal resolution ([@bib13]).

Researchers can probe a fly\'s motion estimate by measuring its behavioral optomotor turning response ([@bib25]; [@bib23]; [@bib9]; [@bib52]). We previously measured optomotor responses from flies walking on a spherical treadmill by recording their turning responses to various visual stimuli ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib13]). We emphasized binary stimuli called gliders ([@bib27]) ([Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which enforce spatiotemporal correlations to interrogate the fly\'s motion estimation algorithm. For example, 2-point gliders contain only 2-point correlations (*first two stimuli*, [Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). *Drosophila* turned in response to these stimuli ([@bib13]) (*black bars*, *left*, [Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and the HRC correctly predicted that flies would respond to both positive and negative 2-point correlations (*gray bars, left,* [Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, 3-point gliders contain 3-point correlations without 2-point correlations (*last four stimuli*, [Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These stimuli generated motion responses in flies (*black bars*, *right*, [Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) that the HRC could not explain (*gray bars*, *right*, [Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, behavioral responses to glider stimuli show that the HRC is an incomplete description of fly motion estimation and provide a useful benchmark for evaluating alternate models.

In this study, we tune our models to optimize motion estimation accuracy, rather than to fit the behavioral data, for two main reasons. First, we want to explore the hypothesis that *Drosophila*\'s glider responses follow from performance optimization within biologically plausible circuit architectures. Second, we seek models that will generalize well across visual stimuli, and the measured glider responses under-constrain possible motion estimation models. It\'s useful to illustrate our procedure with a simple example. The HRC does not account for 3-point glider responses because it is insensitive to 3-point correlations. Nevertheless, 3-point correlations are present in natural stimuli ([@bib13]; [@bib42]), and their use might facilitate accurate motion estimation. We can explore this hypothesis by summing the HRC with a motion estimator designed to respond specifically to 3-point correlations. For instance, the mirror anti-symmetric 'converging' 3-point correlator multiplies one high-pass filtered signal with two low-pass filtered signals ([Figure 1H](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and mimics the converging structure present in certain glider stimuli (*last two stimuli*, [Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We tune the model for motion estimation accuracy by choosing the weights of the HRC and the converging 3-point correlator to minimize the mean squared error ('Materials and methods'). The resulting model is more accurate than the HRC ([Figure 1I](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and it predicts that flies should respond to glider stimuli in the observed directions ([Figure 1J](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, 'Materials and methods'). Nevertheless, this simple model underestimates 3-point turning magnitudes ([Figure 1J](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), indicating a discrepancy between the fly\'s motion estimator and this performance-optimized model.

In this study, we apply this same basic model building procedure to a series of increasingly general model architectures. There are four benefits to this approach. First, each model incorporates a type of computation that was neglected by earlier models. Thus, we can compare model accuracies to quantify how important various computations are for naturalistic motion estimation. Second, each model has a distinct biological interpretation in terms of *Drosophila*\'s motion estimation circuit ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). This allows us to enumerate many directions for future experimental and computational research. Third, this set of models reveals several distinct principles of accurate naturalistic motion estimators, yet no single model illustrates every principle. Finally, by comparing the glider predictions of each model to behavioral data, we can gain insight into which principles underlie *Drosophila*\'s known glider responses.

Nonlinear preprocessing of HRC inputs improves estimation but poorly predicts responses to gliders {#s2-2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The HRC correlates pairs of photoreceptor signals ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We previously assumed that each photoreceptor\'s response was generated from incoming contrast signals through linear spatiotemporal filtering. However, real photoreceptors are linear only over a limited range of inputs ([@bib37]; [@bib31]) ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Our first model thus modifies the HRC by allowing the photoreceptor responses to become nonlinear ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). More specifically, we consider models in which a static nonlinearity transforms the filtered contrast signals before a standard HRC is applied to the two input streams ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, 'Materials and methods'). Since the nonlinearity occurs before the HRC, we refer to this model as the *front-end nonlinearity* model. By nonlinearly transforming the contrast signals, the front-end nonlinearity model is able to reshape natural sensory statistics. In particular, linear photoreceptor signals inherit complex non-Gaussian statistics from their natural inputs ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), but front-end nonlinearities ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) can produce transformed signals with alternate statistics ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, 'Materials and methods'). Thus, optimal front-end nonlinearity models should reshape natural statistics into those that best suit the HRC. Previous studies have already demonstrated example front-end nonlinearity models that improve naturalistic motion processing by the HRC ([@bib15]; [@bib7]). Here we provide new theoretical insight into these improvements and their consequences for glider responses.10.7554/eLife.09123.005Figure 2.Front-end nonlinearities improved naturalistic motion estimation but did not reproduce the psychophysical results.(**A**) Diagram of the front-end nonlinearity model. The nonlinearity occurs after the spatiotemporal filtering of photoreceptors but before the temporal filtering of the HRC. (**B**) The distribution of contrast signals after photoreceptor filtering had a kurtosis of 9.6. The kurtosis of unfiltered pixels in the image database was 7.8. (**C**) Three different nonlinearities that transformed this input distribution into a Gaussian distribution, a uniform distribution, and a binary distribution. (**D**) After these transformations, the kurtosis of the contrast signal was reduced to 3, 1.8, and 1, respectively. (**E**) Each front-end nonlinearity model improved the HRC\'s estimation accuracy, and uniform output signals worked best. (**F**, **G**) The front-end nonlinearity models reproduced the sign of the negative 2-point glider psychophysical responses but did not reproduce the pattern of psychophysical responses to 3-point gliders.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.005](10.7554/eLife.09123.005)10.7554/eLife.09123.006Figure 2---figure supplement 1.Front-end nonlinearities modify the correlations present in natural scenes.(**A**) Example images with no front-end nonlinearity (top), with an equalizing front-end nonlinearity (middle), and with a binarizing front-end nonlinearity (bottom). (**B**) The covariance between contrasts at 2 horizontally separated points is plotted as a function of distance between the points. The binary nonlinearity attenuated spatial correlations.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.006](10.7554/eLife.09123.006)

Although the statistics of natural images are complicated, the mean squared error between the HRC\'s output and the velocity of motion depends only on a few statistical quantities. Since the HRC is a 2-point correlator, the mean velocity signal decoded by an HRC is determined by the second-order statistics of the image ensemble ([@bib15]). The variance of the motion signal comes from the square of a quadratic signal, and thus the noise statistics of the HRC depend on the fourth-order statistics of the image ensemble ([Appendix 2](#app2){ref-type="app"}). If the image ensemble is spatially uncorrelated, the situation simplifies further and the correlation between the estimated and true image velocity is determined entirely by the standardized fourth central moment of the input streams, a quantity known as kurtosis ([Appendix 3](#app3){ref-type="app"}). A larger kurtosis results in a larger error in the motion estimate. Note that some authors use 'kurtosis' to refer to the 'excess kurtosis', which shifts kurtosis values such that the Gaussian distribution has zero excess kurtosis. This shift is not relevant for our purposes. Because large positive contrasts are relatively probable, naturalistic inputs are highly kurtotic (kurtosis = 9.6 for the spatiotemporal filtering in our simulations) and are thus expected to hinder HRC performance ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

The Gaussian, uniform, and symmetric Bernoulli distributions have much lower kurtosis values (kurtosis = 3.0, 1.8, 1.0, respectively, [Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, the symmetric Bernoulli distribution has the lowest kurtosis of any probability distribution ([@bib14]). When we transformed the HRC\'s inputs to have these statistics ('Materials and methods'), we found that each nonlinearity substantially improved the accuracy of the HRC ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The *contrast equalizing* nonlinearity, which produces uniform outputs, performed best and also plays a prominent role in efficient coding theory ([@bib37]). It is interesting that contrast equalization improved the accuracy of the HRC more than binarization ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), even though it produced outputs with greater kurtosis. The reason for this is that natural images are spatially correlated, and the accuracy of the HRC over a general image ensemble depends on the ensemble\'s spatial correlation structure ([Appendix 2](#app2){ref-type="app"}). Binarization attenuated spatial correlations more strongly than contrast equalization over the natural image ensemble ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}), and spatial correlations can enhance the performance of the HRC ([Appendices 4, 5](#app4 app5){ref-type="app"}). Designing a nonlinearity that optimally sculpts the correlation structure of natural images is not simple and goes beyond the scope of this study.

Each front-end nonlinearity model is sensitive to a variety of higher-order correlations ([Appendix 6](#app6){ref-type="app"}). We thus tested whether accurate front-end nonlinearity models would predict *Drosophila*\'s glider response pattern. However, each front-end nonlinearity model performed poorly at this task ([Figure 2F,G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). None of the three models predicted that *Drosophila* would invert its response to positive and negative 3-point gliders ([Figure 2G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), even though they predicted that the 3-point glider responses would be nonzero. The simplest explanation for this observation is that the front-end nonlinearity models responded to fourth-order correlations that are common to the stimuli, rather than the third-order correlations that defined the glider stimuli and primarily drove the experimental response ([@bib13]). Mechanistically, this result follows from the fact that the nonlinearities that reduced kurtosis ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) were not strongly asymmetric around zero contrast ([Appendix 6](#app6){ref-type="app"}). The binarizing front-end nonlinearity model also failed to predict that *Drosophila* would respond less to negative 2-point glider stimuli than positive 2-point glider stimuli ([Figure 2F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Since this effect was correctly predicted by the standard HRC ([Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), this observation shows that accurate front-end nonlinearity models can distort the processing of 2-point correlations. Although the front-end nonlinearity model did not explain the phenomenon of fly glider perception, future work should investigate whether its merits make it functionally relevant for motion processing in other contexts or species.

Separating ON and OFF signals improves motion estimation and predicts responses to gliders {#s2-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Instead of a front-end nonlinearity, *Drosophila* could use an alternative non-Reichardtian motion estimation strategy that reflects natural sensory statistics, without necessarily requiring nonlinear preprocessing. Previous computational analyses show that motion estimation strategies that distinguish light and dark information can enhance motion processing with natural inputs ([@bib18]; [@bib13]; [@bib42]), and recent experiments indicate that flies use separate channels to process the motion of light and dark edges ([@bib29]; [@bib12]; [@bib4]; [@bib13]; [@bib41]; [@bib63]) ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Our next model explores the hypothesis that *Drosophila* segregates ON and OFF signals in order to facilitate naturalistic motion estimation ([@bib13]) ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, 'Materials and methods'). There are four ways to pair the ON and OFF components of the two filtered signals that enter the HRC\'s multiplier. For example, one possibility is to pair the ON component of the low-pass filtered signals with the OFF component of the high-pass filtered signal. Since each pairing restricts the HRC\'s multiplier to a single quadrant of the Cartesian plane, we refer to these four signals as HRC-quadrants. If the quadrants are summed with equal weights, then this model is mathematically identical to the HRC ([@bib25]; [@bib12]). Unequal weighting coefficients enable the motion estimator to prioritize some quadrants over others, and here we select quadrant weightings that minimize the mean squared error between the model output and velocity ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, 'Materials and methods'). More generally, we refer to any model that linearly combines the four HRC-quadrants as a *weighted 4-quadrant* model. The precise manner in which the four HRC-quadrants might map onto circuitry remains unclear; we do not suggest there exists separate circuitry for each quadrant. For instance, studies have identified only two motion-processing channels in the *Drosophila* brain, which might suggest that the fly only uses a subset of the quadrants ([@bib17]; [@bib30]; [@bib39]). On the other hand, each channel appears imperfectly selective for light vs dark signals ([@bib4]), which in principle enables these two channels to access all four quadrants ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).10.7554/eLife.09123.007Figure 3.The weighted 4-quadrant model improved estimation performance and reproduced the directionality of psychophysical results.(**A**) Diagram of the weighted 4-quadrant model. Similar to ON/OFF processing in the visual system, the weighted 4-quadrant model splits the four differentially filtered signals into positive and negative components. As in the HRC, these component signals are paired, multiplied, and subtracted to produce four mirror anti-symmetric signals. We refer to these signals as HRC-quadrants. The model output is a weighted sum of the quadrant signals. We identify quadrants by whether they respond to the positive or negative components of each filtered signal and denote the four quadrants as (+ +), (+ −), (− +), and (− −). In this notation, the first index refers to the sign of the low-pass filtered signal (emanating from $f\left( t \right)$), and the second refers to the high-pass filtered signal (emanating from $g\left( t \right)$). (**B**) We measured the response of each quadrant to naturalistic motions and chose the quadrant weightings to minimize the mean squared error between the model output and the true velocity. (**C**) Comparison of the estimation performance of individual quadrants, multiple quadrants, and the HRC. The best two quadrants were (− −) and (− +); the best three also included (+ −). (**D**) The performance-optimized weighted 4-quadrant model reproduced the signs and approximate magnitudes of the psychophysical results.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.007](10.7554/eLife.09123.007)10.7554/eLife.09123.008Figure 3---figure supplement 1.Separate ON and OFF processing improved motion estimation by supplementing the HRC with odd-ordered correlations.(**A**) By summing and subtracting the four quadrants (top labels, e.g., '++') in four different patterns, we isolated the contributions of various correlation types (side labels, e.g., 'odd') to the weighted 4-quadrant model ([Appendix 7](#app7){ref-type="app"}). For example, the uniform sum of the four quadrants is the HRC, and we denote this quadrant combination as 'even = 2' (top row of matrix). The other three rows of the matrix define quadrant combinations that are sensitive to two different classes of third and higher odd-ordered correlations ('odd' and 'odd\*' rows) and to fourth and higher even-ordered correlations ('even \>2' row). The factor of 1/4 merely sets the magnitude of the quadrant contributions to match the formulas in [Appendix 7](#app7){ref-type="app"} and is without conceptual importance. (**B**) The 'even = 2' correlation class worked best in isolation. Nevertheless, the 'even = 2' and 'odd' classes were highly synergistic (their weighted sum is notated 'best 2'), and these classes together made the 'odd\*' and the 'even \>2' classes irrelevant.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.008](10.7554/eLife.09123.008)10.7554/eLife.09123.009Figure 3---figure supplement 2.The weighted 4-quadrant model cannot reproduce the positive-negative parity asymmetry in the psychophysical data.In this numerical experiment, we tuned the coefficients of the weighted 4-quadrant model to optimize a fit to the psychophysical data. (**A**) The tuned model could reproduce the 2-point glider data well. (**B**) Although the tuned weighted 4-quadrant model could reproduce the signs of the 3-point glider data, it could not reproduce the differential amplitudes of the positive and negative parity responses. This demonstrates that the architecture of the weighted 4-quadrant model is too limited to reproduce the experimental response pattern.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.009](10.7554/eLife.09123.009)

We began by examining how well individual quadrants predicted the velocity of motion. The four quadrants provided motion signals of strikingly different quality (*first four red bars*, [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The most accurate quadrant correlated negative low-pass filtered signals with negative high-pass filtered signals ((− −) *bar*, [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This isolated quadrant already outperformed the full HRC. The quadrant that correlated negative low-pass filtered signals with positive high-pass filtered signals also performed relatively well ((− +) *bar*, [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the quadrants that involved positive low-pass filtered signals performed poorly ((+ +) and (+ −) *bars*, [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This shows that negative signals emanating from the low-pass filter better facilitate motion estimation, and the HRC\'s uniform weighting of all four quadrants is computationally detrimental.

We next considered all subsets of two, three, or four quadrants. The best subsets for each number of predictors were nested, and the quadrants were incorporated in the order (i) (− −); (ii) (− +); (iii) (+ +); (iv) (+ −). Although all four quadrants enhanced the accuracy of the weighted 4-quadrant model, the benefit of each added quadrant decreased with the number of quadrants ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). It is possible to reparameterize the weighted 4-quadrant model in a form that isolates the contributions of various higher-order correlations to the model\'s accuracy ([Appendix 7](#app7){ref-type="app"}). Interestingly, this parameterization showed that nearly all the accuracy of the weighted 4-quadrant model can be obtained by supplementing the HRC with a set of odd-ordered correlations that account for the asymmetry between positive and negative low-pass filtered signals ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}, [Appendix 8](#app8){ref-type="app"}). Principal component analysis (PCA) did not reveal this simple interpretation of the model\'s computation ([Appendix 9](#app9){ref-type="app"}).

The performance-optimized weighted 4-quadrant model also offered an interesting interpretation of *Drosophila*\'s glider response pattern. First note that the model preserved the HRC\'s response pattern to 2-point glider stimuli (compare *left* subpanels of [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). More interestingly, the model predicted behavioral responses to 3-point glider stimuli that matched the experimentally observed turning directions, and even the response magnitudes were similar between the model and the data (*right*, [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, the model\'s predictions were imperfect. The primary qualitative discrepancy was that the model failed to predict that positive 3-point glider stimuli would generate smaller turning responses than negative 3-point glider stimuli. The simplest interpretation for this experimental result is that flies might incorporate both 3-point correlations and 4-point correlations into their motion estimation strategy. In particular, since the positive and negative 3-point glider stimuli have inverted 3-point correlations and matched 4-point correlations, third-order and fourth-order correlations would have the same sign for one parity and opposite signs for the other parity. This observation makes it easier to understand the glider predictions of the weighted 4-quadrant model. The optimized model does a good job accounting for the direction and approximate magnitude of the glider responses because it draws heavily on second-order and odd-order correlations, but it fails to predict the 3-point glider magnitude asymmetry because it finds little added utility in higher-order even correlations ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}, [Appendix 8](#app8){ref-type="app"}). This failure stems from architectural limitations in the weighted 4-quadrant model ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}), so it is important to consider alternate model classes.

*Drosophila* circuitry contains additional elements that might facilitate motion estimation {#s2-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The previous section suggested that the segregation of light and dark signals by *Drosophila*\'s motion estimation circuitry might enhance naturalistic motion estimation in a manner that also generates the observed glider responses. In this section, we introduce three hierarchical models to investigate other features of *Drosophila*\'s circuit that might have functional consequences for the processing of natural stimuli and gliders ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). We refrain from modifying the temporal filtering of the motion estimator, and we focus on its nonlinear architecture.

The first of these models recasts the HRC and the weighted 4-quadrant model in a more general architecture. This model is the class of mirror anti-symmetric models that apply a 2-dimensional nonlinearity to the low-pass filtered signal from one point in space and the high-pass filtered signal from a neighboring point in space ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Since the observed glider responses indicate that flies use higher-order correlations of both even and odd order, we model this 2-dimensional nonlinearity as a fourth-order polynomial ('Materials and methods'). The HRC corresponds to the special case of this nonlinearity that multiplies the two inputs (*left*, [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). To emphasize how the model class in [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} generalizes the HRC, we refer to it as the *non-multiplicative nonlinearity* model. In comparison, the weighted 4-quadrant model corresponds to a different nonlinearity that separately scales a pure multiplication in each quadrant of the Cartesian plane. Compared to the HRC, the optimized forms of both the weighted 4-quadrant model and the non-multiplicative nonlinearity model substantially attenuated positive low-pass filtered signals (*middle* and *right*, [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), though the non-multiplicative nonlinearity shows less attenuation. This model architecture provides enough flexibility to generate the glider response pattern ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.09123.010Figure 4.Several biologically motivated generalizations of the motion estimator further improved estimation performance without sacrificing glider responses.See [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} for a description of the biological rationales behind these models. (**A**) The 'non-multiplicative nonlinearity' model substitutes a 2-dimensional nonlinearity for the pure multiplication of the HRC. Here, we approximated the nonlinearity with a fourth order polynomial. (**B**) Two-dimensional nonlinearities underlying the HRC, the weighted 4-quadrant model, and the non-multiplicative nonlinearity model. The latter models reflect optimized cases, in which the weighting coefficients maximized estimation performance with natural inputs. Iso-output lines are shown in each plot, and the horizontal and vertical limits are chosen to include 95% of the naturalistic input signals. (**C**) Another generalization, the 'unrestricted nonlinearity' model allows all 4 input signals to be combined nonlinearly. We approximate this 4-dimensional nonlinearity with a fourth-order polynomial. (**D**) A final generalization, the 'extra input nonlinearity' model, relaxes the restriction that the motion estimator only uses 2 spatial inputs. We approximate this 6-dimensional nonlinearity with a fourth-order polynomial. (**E**) Comparison of the estimation performance of these models to the HRC. We compare the extra input nonlinearity model to the average of two neighboring motion estimators. (**F**, **G**) The three models correctly predicted the directions of psychophysical responses. The pattern of 3-point responses differed somewhat across the models, and the extra input nonlinearity model was the first to predict a large asymmetry between positive and negative 3-point glider responses.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.010](10.7554/eLife.09123.010)10.7554/eLife.09123.011Figure 4---figure supplement 1.The non-multiplicative nonlinearity model can be tuned to account for the positive-negative parity asymmetry in the psychophysical data.In this numerical experiment, we tuned the model nonlinearity to optimize a fit to the psychophysical data. (**A**) In this case, the tuned model could reproduce the 2-point glider data well. (**B**) This tuned model could also reproduce the differential amplitudes of the positive and negative parity responses. Thus, the non-multiplicative nonlinearity model repairs an architectural defect of the weighted 4-quadrant model ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.011](10.7554/eLife.09123.011)10.7554/eLife.09123.012Figure 4---figure supplement 2.The performance of the non-multiplicative nonlinearity model is plotted against the order of the fitted polynomial.With only zeroth or first-order terms, the model cannot predict motion. With second-order terms, it can perform slightly better than the HRC ([Appendix 10](#app10){ref-type="app"}). The biggest performance increase occurred when third-order terms were included, and the fourth-order terms also improved performance.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.012](10.7554/eLife.09123.012)

The non-multiplicative nonlinearity model relaxes some restrictions of the 4-quadrant model. This is prudent because the exact nonlinear transformations implemented by neural circuits in the *Drosophila* brain remain poorly understood. For example, T4 and T5 are the first direction-selective neurons in the fly brain ([@bib39]), but the mechanism by which they become direction-selective is not yet known. Furthermore, neurons upstream of T4 and T5 imperfectly segregate light and dark information ([@bib4]) and show overlap between the two motion pathways ([@bib58]), suggesting that ON/OFF segregation may not be crisply realized. We will discuss this model\'s estimation accuracy and glider performance in the next section.

*Drosophila*\'s motion processing circuitry suggests two more generalizations of the non-multiplicative nonlinearity model. First, note that the non-multiplicative nonlinearity model inherits the HRC\'s assumption that each nonlinear unit only acts upon the low-pass filtered signal from one point in space and the high-pass filtered signal from the neighboring point ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the converging 3-point correlator ([Figure 1H](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) shows that the accuracy of motion estimation can sometimes be enhanced by nonlinearly combining both low-pass filtered signals ([Figure 1I](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, connectomic evidence conflicts with the non-multiplicative nonlinearity model\'s constraints, because each T4 cell receives synaptic connections from both the Mi1 cell and the Tm3 cells (T4\'s two major input channels) at overlapping points in space ([@bib64]). The *unrestricted nonlinearity* model removes this restriction of the non-multiplicative nonlinearity model by allowing a 4-dimensional nonlinearity to act on all four filtered signals ([Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Here, we again model this nonlinearity as a fourth-order polynomial ('Materials and methods'). The unrestricted nonlinearity allows the motion estimator to nonlinearly combine multiple temporal channels from the same point in space. Recent experiments indicate that the Mi1 and Tm3 cells alone are insufficient to account for the motion processing of the T4 channel ([@bib2]). Future work might generalize the unrestricted nonlinearity model to include three or more temporal channels at each point in space.

The models presented so far operate only on a pair of neighboring photoreceptors, and the final generalization incorporates a third point in space. Averaging EMDs over space improves the accuracy of whole-field motion estimation ([@bib15]), but *Drosophila*\'s neural circuitry suggests that it might adopt a more sophisticated strategy to combine signals across space. In particular, single T4 cells receive synaptic inputs from Mi1 cells and Tm3 cells from more than two retinotopic columns ([@bib64]). This arrangement could allow the circuit to incorporate higher-order correlations that are distributed across three or more spatial input channels. To explore whether this possibility has computational significance, we generalized the unrestricted nonlinearity model to provide unrestricted access to six temporal channels distributed across three points in space ([Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We refer to this model as the *extra input nonlinearity* model. We approximate its 6-dimensional nonlinearity as a fourth-order polynomial ('Materials and methods').

Elaborated circuit architectures improve motion estimation without sacrificing glider responses {#s2-5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Having introduced the rationale behind the non-multiplicative, unrestricted, and extra input nonlinearity models, it is straightforward to examine their performance as motion estimators. First note that the polynomial non-multiplicative nonlinearity model was a better motion estimator ([Figure 4E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) than the weighted 4-quadrant model ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This implies that some useful signatures of naturalistic motion are not made accessible by simply segregating ON and OFF motion signals. Interestingly, this performance improvement is largely due to 3-point correlations, and models that exclude fourth-order polynomial terms still outperform the weighted 4-quadrant model ([Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). Third-order correlations are only useful for motion estimation because of light--dark asymmetries in natural stimulus statistics ([@bib18]; [@bib13]), so this result implies that ON/OFF segregation provides an imperfect way to account for the complexity of light--dark asymmetries found in the natural world. The non-multiplicative nonlinearity model also made novel use of low-order correlations to improve its motion estimate ([Appendix 10](#app10){ref-type="app"}).

The three models are hierarchical because the non-multiplicative nonlinearity model is a special case of the unrestricted nonlinearity model, which is itself a special case of the extra input nonlinearity model. Thus, we expect each model to perform at least as well as its predecessor, but it is possible that some circuit elaborations will not introduce useful computational cues. Nevertheless, we found that that the unrestricted nonlinearity model performed better than the non-multiplicative nonlinearity model, and the extra input model performed better than the average of two neighboring unrestricted nonlinearity models ([Figure 4E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, both models incorporated novel computational signatures with relevance for visual motion estimation. Although the relative improvements were fairly small, it\'s worth noting that the improvement from spatial averaging is also small, and it is possible that the fly brain builds an accurate motion estimator by combining a large number of weak predictors of motion.

Each of these three generalized models predicted 2-point glider responses ([Figure 4F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) that closely resembled the standard HRC (*left*, [Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Each model also correctly predicted the experimental turning directions to each of the 3-point glider stimuli ([Figure 4G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The magnitudes of the 3-point glider turning responses did not unambiguously favor any of the three hierarchical models ([Figure 4G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) or the weighted 4-quadrant model (*right*, [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Each model did better on some stimuli and worse on others. Nevertheless, the predicted glider responses did make several interesting points. First, the extra input nonlinearity model predicted a clear asymmetry between positive and negative 3-point gliders ([Figure 4G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This shows that some of the even-ordered correlations found in 3-point glider stimuli have relevance for naturalistic motion estimation. Second, the observation that each model provides qualitatively similar glider response patterns illustrates that animals could use multiple nonlinear mechanisms to access ethologically relevant higher-order correlations. Future experiments should directly assess the functional relevance of the different models in the hierarchy. Finally, the qualitative agreement between all of these predictions and the experimental data supports the general hypothesis that glider responses could reflect underlying nonlinear mechanisms that facilitate motion estimation in natural environments.

The extra input nonlinearity model contains the conceptual content of the other considered models {#s2-6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this paper, we sequentially introduced several models in order to isolate specific ideas about the relationships between *Drosophila*\'s behavior, its motion estimation circuit, and the statistical demands of accurate motion estimation in natural environments. The front-end nonlinearity model explored an interesting candidate principle for visual motion estimation, but it conflicted sharply with fly behavior ([Figure 2G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and excluded the conceptual insights offered by other models. For example, the front-end nonlinearities we considered eliminated the asymmetry between light and dark contrasts ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), removing the need for separate ON and OFF processing. However, the remaining models embodied ideas that are complementary rather than exclusive, and these models should not be thought of as competitors. Instead, we will show here that the final, most general model incorporates the variety of conceptual points that were initially illustrated by specific models.

The structure of the non-multiplicative nonlinearity models can be directly plotted ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), but is not easy to visualize the 6-dimensional nonlinearity that defines the extra input nonlinearity model. We therefore need an alternate technique to illustrate its computations. We proceed by leveraging three ideas. First, a wide variety of visual motion estimators can be expanded as an abstract series of multipoint correlators (e.g., see [@bib48], [@bib18], and [Appendices 6, 7, 11](#app6 app7 app11){ref-type="app"}), and it is straightforward to pictorially represent a multipoint correlator (e.g., see [Figure 1A,H](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, and more to come). In the extra input nonlinearity model, this expansion is immediate because we have already parameterized its 6-dimensional nonlinearity as a polynomial. Importantly, this expansion should be considered at the algorithmic level ([@bib40]), and we do not suggest that the wiring of brain circuits will reflect a large number of higher-order correlators. To the contrary, a large number of higher-order multipoint correlators may be implemented implicitly by high-dimensional nonlinearities suggested by *Drosophila*\'s visual circuitry. Second, we note that certain multipoint correlators can be recombined into a 2-dimensional non-multiplicative nonlinearity that facilitates easy comparisons with the HRC and weighted 4-quadrant models (e.g., see [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these two points mean that we can represent the performance-optimized extra input nonlinearity model in terms of non-multiplicative nonlinearity models and multipoint correlators, each of which are easy to represent graphically.

This graphical representation could be unwieldy because of the shear number of higher-order correlators in the model. Thus the third and final point is that we need a way to identify a relatively small number of terms that substantially improve the accuracy of motion estimation and illustrate the conceptual content of the model. To achieve this, we used lasso regression ([@bib66]) to identify models with fewer multipoint correlators that still enabled accurate motion estimation ('Materials and methods'). This analysis revealed that fewer than half of all multipoint correlators were needed to account for the full accuracy of the extra input nonlinearity model (*rightmost bars*, [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, the accuracy of naturalistic motion estimation increased rapidly as the few correlators were sequentially added (*left bars*, [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), and a model that used 16 out of the 209 possible predictors was already able to produce 74% of the gain offered by the full extra input nonlinearity model (*red bar*, [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.09123.013Figure 5.Computational interpretation of the extra input nonlinearity model.(**A**) We used lasso regression to select subsets of predictors that might enable accurate estimation (see 'Materials and methods'). With only 16 predictors, the model improved naturalistic performance over the HRC by 68%, and including fewer than half of the predictors improved it by the full 92%. The maximum number of predictors corresponds to the number of polynomial coefficients that were fit in the full model. (**B**) We visualized the 6-dimensional nonlinearity as the sum of several simpler computational modules. When only 16 predictors were used (red bar in (**A**)), the model used four distinct types of computations. In particular, the model included nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor non-multiplicative nonlinearities (*top row*). It also included a converging 3-point correlator from the two furthest photoreceptors and a 4-point correlator that combined three spatial inputs (*bottom row*). (**C**) Venn diagram illustrating the hierarchical nesting of models used in this paper. All models in this paper contain sets of parameters that reproduce the HRC (gray dot). The weighted 4-quadrant model is a subset of non-multiplicative nonlinearity models, which are themselves a subset of unrestricted nonlinearity models. The extra input nonlinearity encompasses all the models. When we approximated the nonlinearites with fourth order polynomials, we restricted them to a smaller portion of the model space. The 4-quadrant nonlinearities only overlapped with the fourth-order polynomial approximation at the HRC, because the weighted 4-quadrant model is infinite order when expanded as a polynomial (see [Appendix 7](#app7){ref-type="app"}).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.013](10.7554/eLife.09123.013)10.7554/eLife.09123.014Figure 5---figure supplement 1.Structure of non-multiplicative nonlinearities in the extra input model of [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.(**A**) The nearest-neighbor non-multiplicative nonlinearity was made up of a standard HRC and a 3-point correlator in which the low-pass filtered input was squared before being multiplied by the adjacent receptor\'s high-pass filtered signal. (**B**) The next-nearest-neighbor non-multiplicative nonlinearity combined the analogous long-range terms. (**C**) Structure of the 2-dimensional nonlinearities, shown according to the same conventions as [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.014](10.7554/eLife.09123.014)

The leading 16 predictors compactly illustrated how the extra input nonlinearity model recapitulates the conceptual advances offered by the other models ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Four of the predictors combine to implement a mirror-symmetric non-multiplicative nonlinearity model that acts on the first and second points in space (*first term*, [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The dominant contribution to the nonlinearity is the HRC\'s multiplier, but an additional third-order term breaks the symmetry between positive and negative low-pass filtered signals ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the extra input nonlinearity model approximately correlates neighboring points in space, as the HRC would suggest, but it differentially weights positive and negative low-pass filtered signals, like the weighted 4-quadrant model. It also replicates the main insight from the non-multiplicative nonlinearity model: the best treatment of asymmetric light and dark information need not be as simple as pure ON/OFF segregation. The model used another eight predictors to construct two more non-multiplicative nonlinearity models, one that surveyed the second and third points in space and another that surveyed the first and third points (*first and second terms*, [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). These components make the previously highlighted conceptual points and add the observation that spatial averaging improves estimates.

The final four predictors implemented two mirror anti-symmetric multipoint correlators (*third and fourth terms*, [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, two predictors went towards implementing a converging 3-point correlator that spanned the first and third spatial points (*third term*, [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This estimator made the model\'s asymmetric treatment of light and dark signals more nuanced than permitted by the non-multiplicative nonlinearity model, and it also incorporated motion signals that combine multiple temporal signals from the same point in space. This latter point was the main conceptual motivation for the unrestricted nonlinearity model. Finally, the last two predictors implemented a 4-point correlator that combined temporal signals from three distinct points in space (*fourth term*, [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This component reinforces the conceptual motivation for the extra input nonlinearity model and gives a concrete example of a computationally relevant higher-order correlator that is distributed across three points in space. It\'s interesting that the leading fourth-order correlator spanned three spatial points, because the extra input nonlinearity model was the first performance-optimized model that generated a substantially asymmetric response to positive and negative 3-point gliders ([Figure 4G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

This paper set out with the goal of exploring whether the statistical demands of naturalistic motion estimation could provide a useful lens for interpreting features of *Drosophila*\'s behavior and neural circuitry that push beyond the canonical HRC. Although we have considered several interesting classes of visual motion estimators, the space of possible motion estimators is much larger ([Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). For instance, these models have not explored the impact of temporal filter choice on naturalistic motion estimation. Nor have they assessed the possibility of more than two temporal filters, which is be suggested by anatomical ([@bib64]) and physiological ([@bib2]) experiments. More generally, the neural circuits contributing to *Drosophila*\'s motion estimator are still incompletely known, and the extent to which the fly brain\'s biological complexity reflects computational sophistication remains an open question. Theoretical considerations will be critical for resolving that question and pinpointing the most relevant principles underlying visual motion estimation.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Ongoing research is providing an increasingly detailed picture of the anatomy and physiology of the visual circuitry that implements motion processing in *Drosophila*. Through the combination of genetic silencing experiments, connectomic analysis, and functional recordings, researchers have identified many individual neurons in the fly brain that contribute to visual motion processing ([@bib59]). Although the HRC provided the initial theoretical impetus for these experiments, specific experimental outcomes have often been unanticipated. For instance, the fly brain contains multiple pathways that segregate different types of motion information ([@bib29]; [@bib12]; [@bib58]); its direction-selective neurons receive inputs from more than two neighboring points in visual space ([@bib64]); and the biological substrates for reverse-phi signals, which were fundamental to the formulation of the HRC, remain poorly understood ([@bib12]; [@bib68]; [@bib30]). Theoretical work to illuminate the computational significance of these various discrepancies is critical for understanding *Drosophila*\'s motion estimator.

The results presented in this paper provide a new theoretical perspective on these experimental results. While previous research has addressed how neural circuits could use four quadrants to carry out algebraic multiplication, here, the recurring theme of our models was that motion-processing circuits should treat light and dark signals differently for functional reasons. We first showed that visual systems could use ON and OFF processing channels that separately correlate light and dark signals to improve the accuracy of motion estimation ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This model was inspired by the experimental observation that *Drosophila*\'s motion processing channels distinguish between light increments and decrements ([@bib29]; [@bib12]), but this study is the first to explicitly demonstrate how such processing channels can improve the accuracy of motion estimation. Furthermore, our model shows that both the phi channels (i.e., the (+ +) and (− −) and quadrants) and the reverse-phi channels (i.e., the (+ −) and (− +) quadrants) can contribute productively to motion estimation in natural environments. Since many animals experience similar sensory statistics and ON and OFF visual processing channels are pervasive across visual systems ([@bib56]; [@bib72]), these mechanisms might be very general. Ultimately, the performance gains from weighted quadrants were a consequence of statistical asymmetries between light and dark contrasts in natural images, and our models showed that neural circuits could perform even better if they made distinctions between light and dark signals that were subtler than simple ON/OFF segregation ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Recent experimental evidence indicates that the fly\'s motion processing channels are imperfectly selective for ON vs OFF information ([@bib58]; [@bib4]; [@bib63]), and it is important that future experiments characterize such subtleties in the computations performed by these circuits.

Our most general model contained three spatial inputs and showed that spatial averaging of local motion detectors was suboptimal ([Figure 4E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Anatomy suggests that single T4 cells receive inputs from several different retinotopic columns, and also from multiple neuron types in a single retinotopic column ([@bib64]). Our modeling suggests that these two forms of circuit heterogeneity could enhance motion estimation by facilitating computations that go beyond averaging to compute higher-order correlations that are distributed across multiple points in space ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, our results demonstrate how the subtleties of neural circuit nonlinearities can improve motion detection with naturalistic inputs. It therefore seems likely that some of the complexities of *Drosophila*\'s circuitry are critical to its performance under natural conditions.

It is remarkable that our approximation of natural motion by the rigid translation of natural images revealed substantial utility for higher-order correlations in motion processing. Truly naturalistic motion would include spatial velocity gradients, occlusion, expansion, and contraction, yet the simplified naturalism we used to optimize our models already sufficed to account for many aspects of the fly\'s glider responses. This may be because the rotational optomotor response measured in the fly experiments is thought to be sensitive primarily to full-field rotations, which our naturalism emulates well. However, since other higher-order correlations may be associated with non-rigid translation ([@bib42]), one might expect a different set of glider sensitivities to be optimal in the context of other motion-guided behaviors, such as looming responses ([@bib20]; [@bib65]; [@bib10]). Since a common elementary motion detector might underlie many or all motion-guided behaviors, incorporating more complex optic flow patterns may even diminish discrepancies between our models and *Drosophila*\'s behavior.

The approach of this study is also relevant to vertebrate vision, where researchers typically model motion estimation using the motion energy model ([@bib1]). Like the HRC, the motion energy model only responds to 2-point correlations in the visual stimulus. Consequently, many of the theoretical considerations in this paper apply directly to the motion energy model. Furthermore, each of our computational models can be straightforwardly generalized to the architecture of the motion energy model. For example, one could incorporate non-multiplicative nonlinearities by replacing the squaring operation of the motion energy model with a more flexible nonlinearity. Nevertheless, the numerical benefits offered by each modification to the motion energy model might differ from those found for the HRC because the motion energy model and HRC use distinct spatial and temporal filtering. Such differences could in principle manifest themselves as a different pattern of predicted glider responses ([@bib27]; [@bib13]), but comparative electrophysiology experiments in macaques and dragonflies currently suggest that similarities between primate and insect motion processing are abundant ([@bib43]).

Our models make predictions that are testable with new experiments. Researchers hypothesize that the T4 and T5 neurons in the fly lobula nonlinearly combine visual inputs across space and time to become the first direction-selective neurons in *Drosophila*\'s visual system ([@bib39]). In accordance with the HRC model, conventional wisdom says that these neurons will multiply their input channels. In contrast, we predict that T4 and T5 will combine their visual input streams with non-multiplicative nonlinearities that facilitate accurate motion estimation in natural sensory environments. It\'s crucial to note that subtle differences between biology\'s nonlinearity and a pure multiplication can correspond to substantial functional effects. In particular, the optimized nonlinearity that we found here ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) is superficially similar a simple multiplication, yet its subtle distinctions manifest themselves by improving the local estimation accuracy of the HRC by an impressive margin ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

In this paper, we studied several simple models to most clearly illustrate the computational consequences of fundamental nonlinear circuit operations. Each of these operations individually provided a way for *Drosophila* to improve their motion estimation accuracy in natural environments, but they are not necessarily exclusive. For example, if a front-end nonlinearity does not fully remove the asymmetry between light and dark contrasts, then subsequent ON and OFF processing might further improve estimation accuracy. Similarly, non-multiplicative nonlinearities might enable an even better combination of ON and OFF signals for motion estimation. The general approach that we adopted here is to restrict the space of candidate models to those that have immediate biological relevance and to identify interesting models by optimizing the model\'s estimation accuracy over naturalistic stimuli. Future models should incorporate more biological details to better emulate the specifics of *Drosophila*\'s visual circuitry, which is rapidly being dissected through unprecedented anatomical, functional, and behavioral experiments ([@bib59]).

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Simulated ensemble of naturalistic motions {#s4-1}
------------------------------------------

We simulated the linear responses of neighboring photoreceptors to naturalistic motion using methods similar to previous work ([@bib13]). We began with a database of natural images ([@bib70]). We converted each natural image to a contrast scale, $C\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{x} \right) = \left( {I\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{x} \right) - I_{0}} \right)/I_{0}$, where $C\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{x} \right)$ is the contrast at the spatial point $\overset{\rightarrow}{x}$, $I\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{x} \right)$ is its intensity, and $I_{0}$ is the average intensity across the image. Since we only consider horizontal motion, we emulated the spatial blurring of *Drosophila*\'s photoreceptors in the vertical dimension by filtering across rows with a Gaussian kernel (FWHM = 5.7°). We then took the central row of each filtered image to represent a one-dimension variant of the natural image, denoted $c\left( x \right)$. We applied reflective boundary conditions to generate images that covered 360° and down-sampled each resulting image to 1° pixels by averaging. Photoreceptor blurring from signals in the horizontal dimension depends on the velocity of motion. In particular, we model the response of the *i*th photoreceptor as$$V_{i}\left( t \right) = \int dt\prime T\left( {t\prime} \right)\int dxM\left( {x - x_{i}} \right)c\left( {x - v\left( {t - t\prime} \right)} \right),$$where $T$ is a causal exponential kernel (timescale = 10 ms), $M$ is a Gaussian kernel (FWHM = 5.7°), $x_{i}$ is the location of the *i*th photoreceptor, and $\nu$ is the velocity of motion.

Each naturalistic motion comprised a randomly selected one-dimensional natural image, an offset to set the initial location of the photoreceptors, and a velocity drawn from a zero-mean normal distribution with a standard deviation of 90°/s. In this manner, we simulated the responses of three horizontally adjacent photoreceptors (spaced by 5.1°) to 5 × 10^5^ naturalistic motions (each with duration = 800 ms, time step = 5 ms). We then explicitly enforced left-right symmetry in the naturalistic ensemble by pairing each naturalistic motion with a new simulated motion, in which the natural image is reflected, the velocity is inverted, and the offset is chosen such that $\left\{ {V_{1}\left( t \right),\, V_{2}\left( t \right),\, V_{3}\left( t \right)} \right\}$ in the new naturalistic motion is exactly $\left\{ {V_{3}\left( t \right),\, V_{2}\left( t \right),\, V_{1}\left( t \right)} \right\}$ from its partner. The final symmetric ensemble thus consists of 10^6^ naturalistic motions.

The HRC {#s4-2}
-------

The HRC applies two temporal filters to its photoreceptor inputs. We denote the kernels of the low-pass and high-pass filters as *f* and *g*, respectively, such that the output of a local HRC is $$R\left( t \right) = \left( {f*\mathit{V}_{1}} \right)\left( t \right)\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)\left( t \right) - \left( {g*V_{1}} \right)\left( t \right)\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)\left( t \right),$$where \* denotes convolution ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We consider the HRC\'s velocity estimate for a given naturalistic motion as its value at the final time point of the simulation. We model the filter kernels as$$f\left( t \right) = te^{- t/\tau},t \geq 0$$and$$g\left( t \right) = \frac{df\left( t \right)}{dt},$$where $\tau$ = 20 ms and $g\left( t \right)$ is comparable to lamina monopolar cell responses ([@bib12]; [@bib4]). We built the alternate motion estimators considered in this work from the same four filtered signals, $\left\{ {\left( {f \ast V_{1}} \right),\,\left( {g \ast V_{1}} \right),\,\left( {f \ast V_{2}} \right),\,\left( {g \ast V_{2}} \right)} \right\}$, always considering the estimator\'s output at the final time point as its velocity estimate. Thus, none of our models modified the spatial or temporal processing of the HRC, reflecting our emphasis on how nonlinear processing might be tuned for naturalistic motion estimation. The global output of an array of HRCs would be obtained by pooling signals across space. Here we focus on spatiotemporally local strategies for motion estimation and at most pool motion signals across two neighboring motion detectors.

Relationship between the mean squared error and the correlation coefficient {#s4-3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

We evaluate motion estimators by the mean squared error between their output and the true velocity. To minimize the mean squared error of the HRC, we scale its output by $r^{(R)}\sigma_{\nu}/\sigma_{R}$, where $r^{(R)}$ is the correlation coefficient between the HRC\'s output and the velocity of motion, $\sigma_{\nu}$ is the standard deviation of the velocity distribution, and $\sigma_{R}$ is the standard deviation of the HRC\'s output. Once the HRC is scaled in this manner, its mean squared error is$$\mathit{\epsilon} = \sigma_{v}^{2}\left( {1 - \left( r^{(R)} \right)^{2}} \right).$$

More generally, this equation rewrites the mean squared error of any optimally scaled motion estimator in terms of its correlation coefficient with the velocity. All motion estimators considered in this paper are optimally scaled, and we find the correlation coefficient to be more intuitive than the mean squared error. We thus always report the performance of each motion estimator in terms of the correlation coefficient between the true and estimated velocity.

Model fitting procedure {#s4-4}
-----------------------

We fit the linear weighting parameters in the models of [Figures 1I, 3A, 4A,C,D](#fig1 fig3 fig4){ref-type="fig"} to maximize the estimation accuracy over a simulated ensemble of naturalistic motions. The formulas provided in subsequent sections of the 'Materials and methods' will cast each motion estimation scheme as a linear combination of a variety of motion predictors,$$v_{e} = \sum\limits_{i}w_{i}x_{i},$$where the $x_{i}$ are nonlinear combinations of $\left\{ {\left( {f \ast V_{1}} \right),\,\left( {g \ast V_{1}} \right),\,\left( {f \ast V_{2}} \right),\,\left( {g \ast V_{2}} \right),\,\left( {f \ast V_{3}} \right),\,\left( {g \ast V_{3}} \right)} \right\}$ that depend on the model architecture, and the *w*~*i*~ are associated weighting coefficients. We chose the weights to minimize the mean squared error between the true and predicted velocity, which is the standard scenario considered by ordinary least-squares regression. The same weights maximize the correlation coefficient between the true and predicted velocity, and we typically present model accuracies as correlation coefficients.

We used twofold cross-validation to protect against over-fitting. In particular, we randomly divided the ensemble of naturalistic motions into a training set of 500,000 symmetrically paired examples and a testing set of the remaining 500,000 examples. We determined the weighting coefficients by minimizing the empirical error over the training set, and we reported accuracies over the test set. To estimate error bars for each model\'s accuracy, we computed twenty random divisions of the naturalistic motion ensemble and calculated the standard deviation of the estimation accuracy.

Model responses to glider stimuli {#s4-5}
---------------------------------

We generated 25 random instantiations of each glider stimulus considered by our previous experimental work ([Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, duration = 3 s, update rate = 40 Hz, pixel size = 5°) ([@bib27]; [@bib13]). We evaluated the response of each model to these stimuli by averaging the outputs of 60 identical local motion estimators (each separated by 5.1°) over the last two seconds of visual stimulation. Glider predictions were equal and opposite for the left and right variants of the stimuli, so we pooled leftward and rightward stimuli in all figures ([Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the rightward variants). We scaled each model\'s output such that the average response to the positive 2-point glider was 1. All figures associated with glider responses show the mean and standard error of each model\'s response across the 25 glider instantiations.

Front-end nonlinearity model {#s4-6}
----------------------------

The model in [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} replaces the linear photoreceptor signals, $V_{1}$ and $V_{2}$, with nonlinear photoreceptor signals$$y_{i} = h\left( V_{i} \right),$$where $h$ is some nonlinear function. Thus, the motion estimate from the front-end nonlinearity model is$$F = \left( {f*y_{1}} \right)\left( {g*y_{2}} \right) - \left( {g*y_{1}} \right)\left( {f*y_{2}} \right).$$

To implement the contrast equalizing nonlinearity, we replaced values of $V_{i}\left( t \right)$ by their rank-order (scaled and shifted to range between −1 and +1). Note that all $V_{i}\left( t \right)$ were sorted together (i.e., including all spatial points, temporal points, and simulated naturalistic motions). When multiple $V_{i}\left( t \right)$ had the same value, they were given the same rank. To implement binarizing nonlinearities, we again sorted the $V_{i}\left( t \right)$ and found the values corresponding to the threshold locations. For example, to calculate the binarizing nonlinearity with two steps ([Appendix 4](#app4){ref-type="app"}): (i) we found the $V_{i}\left( t \right)$ values corresponding to the 25th and 75th percentiles; (ii) signals below the 25th percentile or above the 75th percentiles were assigned the value of −1; and (iii) signals between 25th and 75th percentiles were assigned the value of +1. To implement the Gaussianizing nonlinearity, we again rank-ordered the $V_{i}\left( t \right)$ (scaled to range between 0 and 1) and applied the inverse Gaussian cumulative distribution function to these ranks. The HRC is the special case of this model where the front-end nonlinearity is linear.

Weighted 4-quadrant model {#s4-7}
-------------------------

The weighted 4-quadrant model in [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} separately correlates bright and dark signals. Mathematically, it is$$Q = \sum\limits_{a \in {\{{+ , -}\}}}\sum\limits_{b \in {\{{+ , -}\}}}w_{ab}^{(Q)}Q_{ab},$$where $w_{ab}^{(Q)}$ are adjustable weights that parameterize the model,$$Q_{ab} = \left\lbrack \left( {f*V_{1}} \right) \right\rbrack_{a}\left\lbrack \left( {g*V_{2}} \right) \right\rbrack_{b} - \left\lbrack \left( {g*V_{1}} \right) \right\rbrack_{b}\left\lbrack \left( {f*V_{2}} \right) \right\rbrack_{a},$$$\left\lbrack x \right\rbrack_{+}$ is equal to $x$ when $x$ is positive and zero otherwise, and $\left\lbrack x \right\rbrack_{-}$ is equal to $x$ when $x$ is negative and zero otherwise. The HRC is the special case of this model where $w_{+ +}^{(Q)} = w_{+ -}^{(Q)} = w_{- +}^{(Q)} = w_{- -}^{(Q)}$.

Non-multiplicative nonlinearity model {#s4-8}
-------------------------------------

The non-multiplicative nonlinearity model in [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} replaces the HRC\'s multiplication step with a more flexible two-dimension nonlinearity. In particular, it is$$N = \eta\left( {\left( {f*V_{1}} \right),\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)} \right) - \eta\left( {\left( {f*V_{2}} \right),\left( {g*V_{1}} \right)} \right),$$where we approximate the nonlinearity, $\eta$, as a fourth-order polynomial$$\eta\left( {x,y} \right) = \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{4}\sum\limits_{j = 0}^{4 - i}w_{ij}^{(N)}x^{i}y^{j},$$and $w_{ij}^{(N)}$ are adjustable weights that parameterize the model. We include terms up to fourth order in this model to ensure that it is flexible enough to describe the published glider response data. In particular: (i) the second-order terms accommodate responses to 2-point glider stimuli; (ii) the third-order terms accommodate parity-inverting responses to 3-point glider stimuli; and (iii) the fourth-order terms enable the model to respond with unequal magnitude to positive and negative parity 3-point glider stimuli ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, this model has 14 parameters. The HRC is the special case of this model where only $w_{11}^{(N)}$ is nonzero.

Unrestricted nonlinearity model {#s4-9}
-------------------------------

Here we model the 4-dimensional nonlinearity in [Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} as a fourth-order polynomial of the four filtered signals in the HRC. In general, this motion estimator is$$S = \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{4}\sum\limits_{j = 0}^{4 - i}\sum\limits_{k = 0}^{4 - i - j}\sum\limits_{l = 0}^{4 - i - j - k}w_{ijkl}^{(S)}\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)^{i}\left( {g*V_{1}} \right)^{j}\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)^{k}\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)^{l},$$where $w_{ijkl}^{(S)}$ are adjustable weights that parameterize the model, and we set $w_{0000}^{(S)} = 0$ because this term has no utility for naturalistic motion estimation. Thus, this model has 69 parameters. The HRC is the special case of this model where $w_{1001}^{(S)} = ~ - w_{0110}^{(S)} \neq 0$, and all other parameters are zero.

Extra input nonlinearity model {#s4-10}
------------------------------

Here we model the 6-dimensional nonlinearity in [Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} as a fourth-order polynomial of the six filtered signals in two neighboring HRCs. In general, this motion estimator is$$E = \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{4}\sum\limits_{j = 0}^{4 - i}\sum\limits_{k = 0}^{4 - i - j}\sum\limits_{l = 0}^{4 - i - j - k}\sum\limits_{m = 0}^{4 - i - j - k - l}\sum\limits_{n = 0}^{4 - i - j - k - l - m}w_{ijklmn}^{(E)}\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)^{i}\left( {g*V_{1}} \right)^{j} \times \left( {f*V_{2}} \right)^{k}\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)^{l}\left( {f*V_{3}} \right)^{m}\left( {g*V_{3}} \right)^{n},$$where $w_{ijklmn}^{(E)}$ are adjustable weights that parameterize the model, and we set $w_{000000}^{(E)} = 0$ because this term has no utility for naturalistic motion estimation. Thus, this model has 209 parameters. The average of two neighboring HRCs is the special case of this model where $w_{100100}^{(E)} = ~ - w_{011000}^{(E)} = w_{001001}^{(E)} = - w_{000110}^{(E)} \neq 0$, and all other parameters are zero.

Lasso regression for predictor selection {#s4-11}
----------------------------------------

Lasso regression augments the squared error with an *L*~1~ penalty on nonzero weighting coefficients that favors sparse solutions ([@bib66]). We used lasso regression to identify subsets of predictors that might enable accurate motion estimation ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Once we identified a predictor subset using lasso regression, we refit the nonzero model weights using ordinary least squares regression (i.e., without the weight penalty).
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Visual signatures of motion. {#s6}
============================

The pattern of light that stimulates the retina encodes information about the relative motion between the retina and its visual environment. The manner in which this information is encoded depends on the geometry of the photoreceptor array, the statistics of self-motion, and the statistics of the visual environment. The principal goal of this paper is to illustrate several ways that the brain\'s nonlinear processing of visual motion signals might be tuned to reflect specific features of the natural visual environment. We thus begin by enumerating some computational signatures of visual motion in natural environments, thereby exposing a diversity of stimulus features that visual system nonlinearities might aim to extract.

In the real world, animals encounter visual environments that are intricately structured and far from random ([Appendix figure 1A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib12]; [@bib70]; [@bib21]). When an animal rotates with constant angular velocity through the environment, the spatiotemporal response profile of the photoreceptor array encodes the velocity of self-motion through the slope of oriented streaks in space-time (*front face*, [Appendix figure 1B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib1]). Thus, a visual system with a dense array of noiseless photoreceptors could extract the angular velocity of an arbitrary image by computing the ratio of temporal and spatial derivatives ([@bib49]). The statistics of the image ensemble become relevant once multiple interpretations of the sensory world become logically consistent with the photoreceptor data. In particular, the optimal motion estimator depends on the statistics of the image ensemble when photoreceptors have noise ([@bib49]; [@bib18]), and a nonzero spacing between photoreceptors introduces ambiguity via aliasing ([@bib49]). In these cases, the animal can use prior information regarding the sensory environment and its motion in order to weigh the plausibility of each sensory interpretation.10.7554/eLife.09123.015Appendix figure 1.Motion transforms spatial correlations into temporal correlations.(**A**) An example natural image ([@bib70]). (**B**) When a natural image (*top face*) moves to the right, streaks in space-time (*front face*) indicate the direction and speed of the motion. Alternatively, motion influences the temporal correlation structure of visual signals (*side face*). (**C**) Second-order correlation function between pairs of spatially separated contrast signals (across the natural image ensemble \[[@bib70]\]). (**D**) For constant velocity motion, the temporal correlation function between a pair of spatially separated points is shifted and stretched relative to the spatial correlation function. We separated the two points by *Drosophila*\'s photoreceptor spacing (5.1°). (**E**) Example third-order spatial correlation function involving two points in space. (**F**) As with pairwise correlations, higher-order temporal correlations between spatially separated visual signals are shifted and stretched (relative to higher-order spatial correlation functions) in a manner that indicates the speed and direction of motion.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.015](10.7554/eLife.09123.015)

Full field motion transforms spatial features (*top face*, [Appendix figure 1B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) into temporal features (*side face*, [Appendix figure 1B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) in a manner that depends upon the velocity of motion. Consequently, one can also think about the visual signatures of motion in terms of spatiotemporal correlations between photoreceptors. The luminance contrast encoded by the $i$th photoreceptor is $C_{i}\left( t \right) = {\left( {I_{i}\left( t \right) - I_{0}} \right)/I_{0}}$, where $I_{i}\left( t \right)$ is the luminance intensity seen by the $i$th photoreceptor at time $t$ and $I_{0}$ is the average luminance intensity over the visual field. Thus, the average contrast is zero, and the simplest correlation function corresponds to the product of two spatially separated contrast signals. Measured over an ensemble of natural images, this 2-point correlation function had a global maximum at zero spatial offset ([Appendix figure 1C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, the velocity of motion is encoded by the peak of the temporal cross-correlation function between two neighboring photoreceptors, which occurs at the temporal offset that equals the photoreceptor spacing (5.1° for *Drosophila*) divided by the velocity of motion ([Appendix figure 1D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Natural images also contain many higher-order correlations ([@bib12]; [@bib21]). For instance, the nonzero skewness of natural images implies that the third-order correlation that multiplies the contrast at one point with the squared contrast at a neighboring point also has a peak at zero spatial offset ([Appendix figure 1E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Correspondingly, the peak of the temporal 3-point correlation function between neighboring photoreceptors encodes the velocity of motion ([Appendix figure 1F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This argument generalizes to *n*th-order correlation functions when the ensemble of natural images has a nonzero *n*th moment. Note that this argument does not necessarily imply that a motion estimator would benefit from the incorporation of all nonzero correlation functions, because the velocity signals provided by one correlation function could be redundant with those provided by others.

Importantly, photoreceptor correlation functions also encode velocity information away from their peaks. For example, the velocity of motion influences the widths of the temporal cross-correlation functions between pairs of photoreceptors ([Appendix figure 1D,F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). To see this, note that the values of the temporal correlation functions at zero temporal offsets are velocity independent, whereas the peak locations are closer to zero for larger speeds ([Appendix figure 1D,F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This implies a more rapid falloff for higher speeds. This fundamental effect occurs because nearby points are more correlated in natural environments and photoreceptors rapidly survey distant points when the speed of motion is high.

The description above illustrates how visual motion becomes encoded in photoreceptor correlations. A central goal of research in visual motion estimation is to understand how neural circuits invert (or decode) that encoding of velocity. Just as a broad class of functions can be represented as a power series, a broad class of motion estimators can be represented as a Volterra series ([@bib48]; [@bib18]). Each term in the Volterra series can be interpreted as a multipoint correlator that decodes velocity information from a specific correlation function ([@bib18]). For example, the HRC and the motion energy model are 2-point correlators that decode velocity from 2-point correlations, whereas the Bayes optimal motion estimator capitalizes on a wider variety of correlation functions ([@bib49]; [@bib18]). Because multipoint correlators relate intuitively to measurable properties of the image ensemble, we will find that decomposing a motion estimator in terms of multipoint correlators is often illuminating. Moreover, we will use multipoint correlators as a common basis to compare the computations performed by mechanistically distinct models.

Accuracy of 2-point correlators. {#s7}
================================

In this section we derive an expression for the accuracy of a general 2-point correlator in terms of the statistics of naturalistic motion.

We consider a general 2-point correlator that temporally correlates visual signals from the spatial points *i* and *j*. Mathematically, this estimator has the form$$v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right) = \int dt_{1}\int dt_{2}k_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right)V_{i}\left( {t - t_{1}} \right)V_{j}\left( {t - t_{2}} \right),$$where the 2-point kernel, $k_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right)$, defines the correlator by specifying how each 2-point correlation contributes to the motion estimate. We model the response of the *i*th photoreceptor as$$V_{i}\left( t \right) = \int d\tau T\left( \tau \right)\int d\theta M\left( {\theta - \theta_{i}} \right)c\left( {\theta - {\int_{0}^{t - \tau}{dt\prime}}v\left( {t\prime} \right)} \right),$$where $T$ is a temporal integration kernel, $M$ is the photoreceptor\'s spatial acceptance profile, $\theta_{i}$ is the location of the *i*th photoreceptor, $c\left( \theta \right)$ is the spatial contrast pattern of the visual world, and $\nu\left( t \right)$ is the time-dependent velocity. This formula simplifies to the formula in the 'Materials and methods' when $\nu\left( t \right)$ is time-independent. If $T$ is an invertible linear filter, then a more convenient representation of the photoreceptor signals is$$U_{i}\left( t \right) = \mathcal{C}\left( {\theta_{i} - {\int_{0}^{t}{dt\prime}}\, v\left( {t\prime} \right)} \right),$$where $U_{i} = T^{- 1} \ast V_{i}$, $\mathcal{C} = M*c$, and $*$ is the convolution operator ([@bib49]). We can rewrite the 2-point correlator in this representation as$$v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right) = \int dt_{1}\int dt_{2}\kappa_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right)U_{i}\left( {t - t_{1}} \right)U_{j}\left( {t - t_{2}} \right),$$where$$\kappa_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right) \equiv \int dt_{3}T\left( t_{3} \right)\int dt_{4}T\left( t_{4} \right)k_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1} - t_{3},t_{2} - t_{4}} \right)$$is the 2-point kernel that converts correlations in the $U$ variables to a velocity estimate.

Recall that we quantify the performance of visual motion estimators based on the mean squared error between the true and estimated velocities$$\mathit{\epsilon} \equiv \left\langle \left( {v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right) - v\left( t \right)} \right)^{2} \right\rangle = \sigma_{v}^{2} - 2\left\langle {v\left( t \right)v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right)} \right\rangle + \left\langle \left( {v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right)} \right)^{2} \right\rangle,$$where $\sigma_{\nu}$ = 90°/s is the standard deviation of the velocity distribution. For estimators that are scaled to minimize their mean squared error ('Materials and methods'), this formula can be rewritten as$$\mathit{\epsilon} = \sigma_{v}^{2}\left( {1 - r^{2}} \right),$$where$$r = \frac{\left\langle {v\left( t \right)v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right)} \right\rangle}{\sqrt{\left\langle \left( {v\left( t \right)} \right)^{2} \right\rangle\left\langle \left( {v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right)} \right)^{2} \right\rangle}} = \frac{\left\langle {v\left( t \right)v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right)} \right\rangle}{\sigma_{v}\sqrt{\left\langle \left( {v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right)} \right)^{2} \right\rangle}}$$is the correlation coefficient between the estimated and true velocities. Thus, minimizing the mean squared error is mathematically equivalent to maximizing the correlation coefficient if all motion estimators are correctly scaled. We find the correlation coefficient to be a more intuitive error metric than the mean squared error, so many of our results will be presented in terms of correlation coefficients.

The numerator of the correlation coefficient is determined by the second-order statistics of the image ensemble,$$\begin{array}{l}
{\left\langle {v\left( t \right)v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right)} \right\rangle = \int dt_{1}\int dt_{2}\kappa_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right)\left\langle {v\left( t \right)U_{i}\left( {t - t_{1}} \right)U_{j}\left( {t - t_{2}} \right)} \right\rangle,} \\
{= \int dt_{1}\int dt_{2}\kappa_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right)\left\langle {v\left( t \right)\mathcal{C}^{(2)}\left( {\Delta_{ij} + {\int_{t_{1}}^{t_{2}}{dt\prime\,}}v\left( {t\prime} \right)} \right)} \right\rangle_{v},} \\
\end{array}$$where Δ~*ij*~ is the angular separation between the *i*th and *j*th photoreceptors, and$$\mathcal{C}^{(2)}\left( \Delta \right) \equiv \left\langle {\mathcal{C}\left( x \right)\mathcal{C}\left( {x + \Delta} \right)} \right\rangle_{\mathcal{C}}$$is the 2-point correlation function over the ensemble of spatially filtered natural scenes. Note that $\mathcal{C}^{(2)}$ is independent of $x$ because reasonable image ensembles are translationally invariant. Also note that the 2-point correlation function of filtered natural images is related to the correlation function of unfiltered images by$$\mathcal{C}^{(2)}\left( \Delta \right) = \int dx\prime M\left( {x\prime} \right)\int dx\prime\prime M\left( {x\prime\prime} \right)\left\langle {c\left( {x - x\prime} \right)c\left( {x + \Delta - x\prime\prime} \right)} \right\rangle = \left( {\left( {M*M} \right)*C^{(2)}} \right)\left( \Delta \right),$$where $C^{(2)}\left( \Delta \right)$ is the correlation function of unfiltered images, and we\'ve assumed that $M$ is a symmetric function. We model $M$ as Gaussian with FWHM of 5.7°, so $M*M$ is also Gaussian with FWHM of $\sqrt{2} \times 5.7^{\circ} = 8.1^{\circ}$.

On the other hand, the denominator of the correlation coefficient is determined by fourth-order statistics of the image ensemble,$$\begin{array}{l}
{\left\langle \left( {v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right)} \right)^{2} \right\rangle = \int dt_{1}\int dt_{2}\int dt_{3}\int dt_{4}\kappa_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right)\kappa_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{3},t_{4}} \right)} \\
{\times \left\langle {U_{i}\left( {t - t_{1}} \right)U_{j}\left( {t - t_{2}} \right)U_{i}\left( {t - t_{3}} \right)U_{j}\left( {t - t_{4}} \right)} \right\rangle} \\
{= \int dt_{1}\int dt_{2}\int dt_{3}\int dt_{4}\kappa_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right)\kappa_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{3},t_{4}} \right)} \\
{\times \left\langle {\mathcal{C}^{(4)}\left( {\Delta_{ij} + {\int_{t_{1}}^{t_{2}}{dt\prime\,}}v\left( {t\prime} \right),{\int_{t_{1}}^{t_{3}}{dt\prime\,}}v\left( {t\prime} \right),\Delta_{ij} + {\int_{t_{1}}^{t_{4}}{dt\prime\,}}v\left( {t\prime} \right)} \right)} \right\rangle_{v},} \\
\end{array}$$where$$\mathcal{C}^{(4)}\left( {\Delta_{1},\Delta_{2},\Delta_{3}} \right) = \left\langle {\mathcal{C}\left( x \right)\mathcal{C}\left( {x + \Delta_{1}} \right)\mathcal{C}\left( {x + \Delta_{2}} \right)\mathcal{C}\left( {x + \Delta_{3}} \right)} \right\rangle_{\mathcal{C}}$$

is the 4-point correlation function of the ensemble of filtered natural images. Notice that the second argument of $\mathcal{C}^{(4)}$ in [Equation 12](#equ12){ref-type="disp-formula"} lacks the additive factor of $\Delta_{\mathit{ij}}$ because $U_{i}\left( {t - t_{1}} \right)$ and $U_{i}\left( {t - t_{3}} \right)$ correspond to the same point in space. As above, $\mathcal{C}^{(4)}$ is related to the unfiltered 4-point correlation function through a fourfold application of the photoreceptor spatial acceptance filter.

The preceding analysis shows that only the second-order and fourth-order statistics of the natural image ensemble contribute to the correlation coefficient between an arbitrary 2-point correlator and the true velocity. The same quantities also determine the mean squared error. Thus, the second-order and fourth-order statistics of the image ensembles are the critical determinants of a 2-point correlator\'s motion estimation accuracy. Note that both the HRC and the motion energy model fall into this important class of visual motion estimators, so our analysis is also important for understanding visual motion estimation by vertebrates.

Motion estimation without spatial correlations---the role of kurtosis on the accuracy of 2-point correlators. {#s8}
=============================================================================================================

In this section, we apply the results of [Appendix 2](#app2){ref-type="app"} to the special case of normally distributed velocities and spatially uncorrelated image ensembles. This calculation reveals an important role for kurtosis in motion estimation, and we discuss how nonlinearities in the early visual system could cope with highly kurtotic naturalistic inputs.

In this section, we assume that the velocity is time-independent (i.e., $\left. \nu\left( t \right) = \nu \right)$ and normally distributed$$P_{v}\left( v \right) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_{v}^{2}}}e^{- v^{2}/{({2\sigma_{v}^{2}})}}.$$

We also assume that the image ensemble is spatially uncorrelated. By this, we mean that the luminance contrast at each point in space is statistically independent of the luminance contrast at all other points in space. Thus, the second-order correlation function is$$\mathcal{C}^{(2)}\left( \Delta \right) = \sigma_{C}^{2}\delta\left( \Delta \right),$$where $\sigma_{C}$ is the standard deviation of the luminance contrast, and $\delta\left( \Delta \right)$ is the Dirac delta-function. The fourth-order correlation function is$$\begin{array}{l}
{\mathcal{C}^{(4)}\left( {\Delta_{1},\Delta_{2},\Delta_{3}} \right) = \kappa_{4}\sigma_{C}^{4}\delta\left( \Delta_{1} \right)\delta\left( \Delta_{2} \right)\delta\left( \Delta_{3} \right)} \\
{+ \sigma_{C}^{4}\left( {\delta\left( \Delta_{1} \right)\delta\left( {\Delta_{2} - \Delta_{3}} \right) + \delta\left( \Delta_{2} \right)\delta\left( {\Delta_{1} - \Delta_{3}} \right) + \delta\left( \Delta_{3} \right)\delta\left( {\Delta_{1} - \Delta_{2}} \right)} \right),} \\
\end{array}$$where $k_{4}$ is the excess kurtosis of the contrast distribution. The excess kurtosis is zero for normally distributed contrasts. It can either be positive or negative for other contrast distributions. Note that we define the *kurtosis* of a probability distribution to be its fourth central moment normalized by the square of its second central moment. Thus, the kurtosis of a normal distribution is 3. We caution readers that some other sources use 'kurtosis' to refer to the excess kurtosis.

With these assumptions, the signal term represented by [Equation 9](#equ9){ref-type="disp-formula"} is$$\left\langle {v\left( t \right)v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right)} \right\rangle = \frac{\sigma_{C}^{2}\Delta_{ij}}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_{v}^{2}}}\int dt_{1}\int dt_{2}\kappa_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right)\frac{e^{- \Delta_{ij}^{2}/{({2\sigma_{v}^{2}{({t_{2} - t_{1}})}^{2}})}}}{\left. \left( {t_{2} - t_{1}} \right) \middle| t_{2} - t_{1} \right|},$$and the noise term represented by [Equation 12](#equ12){ref-type="disp-formula"} is$$\begin{array}{l}
{\left\langle \left( {v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right)} \right)^{2} \right\rangle = \frac{\sigma_{C}^{4}}{\Delta_{ij}\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_{v}^{2}}}\int dt_{1}\int dt_{2}\int dt_{3}\int dt_{4}\kappa_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right)\kappa_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{3},t_{4}} \right)} \\
{\times \left( {e^{- \Delta_{ij}^{2}/{({2\sigma_{v}^{2}{({t_{1} - t_{4}})}^{2}})}}\delta\left( {\left( {t_{1} - t_{4}} \right) - \left( {t_{3} - t_{2}} \right)} \right) + e^{- \Delta_{ij}^{2}/{({2\sigma_{v}^{2}{({t_{1} - t_{2}})}^{2}})}}\delta\left( {\left( {t_{1} - t_{2}} \right) - \left( {t_{3} - t_{4}} \right)} \right)} \right.} \\
{\left. {+ \kappa_{4}\frac{\left| t_{1} - t_{2} \right|}{\Delta_{ij}}e^{- \Delta_{ij}^{2}/{({2\sigma_{v}^{2}{({t_{1} - t_{2}})}^{2}})}}\delta\left( {t_{3} - t_{1}} \right)\delta\left( {t_{4} - t_{2}} \right)} \right),} \\
\end{array}$$where we\'ve assumed that the 2-point correlator is mirror anti-symmetric,$$\kappa_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right) = - \kappa_{i,j}^{(2)}\left( {t_{2},t_{1}} \right),$$in order to ignore contributions from static signals. This mirror-symmetry assumption holds for the HRC and the motion energy model. Since the denominator of the correlation coefficient is set by $\sqrt{\left\langle \left( {v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right)} \right)^{2} \right\rangle}$, both the signal and the noise are proportional to $\sigma_{C}^{2}$. Thus, the only remaining dependence on the image ensemble is through the excess kurtosis. Note that$$\left. \frac{d\left\langle \left( {v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right)} \right)^{2} \right\rangle}{d\kappa_{4}} = \frac{\sigma_{C}^{4}}{\Delta_{ij}^{2}\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_{v}^{2}}}\int dt_{1}\int dt_{2}\left( {\kappa_{ij}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right)} \right)^{2} \middle| t_{1} - t_{2} \middle| e^{- \Delta_{ij}^{2}/{({2\sigma_{v}^{2}{({t_{1} - t_{2}})}^{2}})}} > 0. \right.$$

Thus, the correlation coefficient is maximized by making $k_{4}$ as small as possible.

In conclusion, if the image ensemble is spatially uncorrelated (at second and fourth-order), then the image ensemble only affects the correlation coefficient between the velocity and a 2-point correlator through its kurtosis. The best accuracy is achieved when the kurtosis is minimized. In reality, the assumption that the image ensemble is spatially uncorrelated is clearly wrong. Natural images are strongly correlated, and even if they weren\'t, they\'d become correlated once they are filtered by the photoreceptors\' spatial acceptance filter. Nevertheless, [Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} empirically shows that introducing several front-end nonlinearities that decrease the kurtosis also improve the accuracy of naturalistic motion estimation. Thus, kurtosis provides a useful guide for the design of neuronal nonlinearities. On the other hand, [Figure 2D,E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate that it\'s too simplistic to assume that the kurtosis is the only relevant factor for the accuracy of a 2-point correlator. As we\'ll discuss in the next section, spatial correlations in the image ensemble also affect the accuracy of 2-point correlators.

The HRC benefits from spatially correlated input signals. {#s9}
=========================================================

When we applied a contrast-equalizing or binarizing nonlinearity to naturalistic inputs before evaluating the HRC, we found that both nonlinearities substantially improved the accuracy of the HRC ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, contrast equalization improved the accuracy of the HRC more than binarization ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), even though it produced outputs with greater kurtosis. The reason for this is that natural images are correlated ([Appendix figure 1](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), and the accuracy of the HRC over a general image ensemble depends on the ensemble\'s spatial correlation structure (Appendix 2). Binarization attenuated spatial correlations more strongly than contrast equalization over the natural image ensemble ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}), which leads us to hypothesize that correlations present in the natural image ensemble might benefit the HRC\'s performance. In [Appendix 5](#app5){ref-type="app"} we will provide theoretical support for this idea. Here we begin with a less mathematical argument that also supports our hypothesis.

A comparison between the estimation performance of binarizing and equalizing front-end nonlinearities was complicated by the fact that the models produced outputs that differed in both their point statistics and their correlation structures. To gain more direct insight into how spatial correlations affect motion estimation performance, it would be helpful to compare front-end nonlinearity models that differ *only* through their output correlation structures. We implemented this comparison using a family of binarizing front-end nonlinearities that undergo multiple steps between +1 and −1 ([Appendix figure 2A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Although these nonlinearities are not physiologically realistic, they are conceptually useful because they each produced a stimulus ensemble that minimized the kurtosis yet achieved distinct correlation structures ([Appendix figure 2B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). These nonlinearities thus allow us to assess directly whether spatial decorrelation of inputs degrades the motion estimation performance of the HRC. We found that each binarizing front-end nonlinearity model outperformed the original HRC ([Appendix figure 2C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). However, we found that the magnitude of the improvement decreased with the number of steps ([Appendix figure 2C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Since spatial cross-correlations also decreased as a function of the number of steps ([Appendix figure 2B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), these results support our hypothesis that the correlations present in natural visual inputs aid the functionality of the standard HRC.10.7554/eLife.09123.016Appendix figure 2.Correlations in binarized natural images.(**A**) We transformed each image in the van Hateren natural image database ([@bib70]) with several binarizing nonlinearities. To implement the simplest binarizing nonlinearity, we set all pixels to +1 or −1 depending on whether that pixel exceeded or fell below the median intensity in the image. For the nonlinearity with two steps, the thresholds were at the 25th and 75th intensity percentiles. For the nonlinearity with three steps, the thresholds were at the 25th, 50th, and 75th intensity percentiles. When a pixel intensity exactly equaled a threshold, we considered its value below threshold. Binary nonlinearities with a larger number of steps produced grainier images that indicate a spatial decorrelation of the transformed image. (**B**) We computed second-order spatial correlation functions across the nonlinearly transformed natural image ensemble. This confirmed that each step in the binarizing nonlinearity further decorrelated the image ensemble. (**C**) In addition to decreasing the spatial extent of correlations, a larger number of transitions also degraded the performance of the front-end nonlinearity model.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.016](10.7554/eLife.09123.016)

The HRC correlates two signals that are offset in space and differentially delayed in time. One intuition that researchers often apply to this computation is that the correlation operation effectively detects times when two signals that are offset in space and time are equal. However, a motion estimator that strictly obeyed this intuition would be agnostic to the spatial correlation structures present in the input signals, and our results show that the HRC is not (see also [Appendix 5](#app5){ref-type="app"}). Instead, the HRC also generates motion signals when its two input channels are imperfectly aligned, and these signals depend strongly on the correlation structure of the inputs ([Appendix figure 1D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Our results thus show that the HRC\'s ability to detect imperfect coincidences contributes significantly to its performance as a motion estimator, as was suggested intuitively in [Appendix 1](#app1){ref-type="app"}.

Motion estimation with Gaussian image statistics---the role of spatial correlations on the accuracy of 2-point correlators. {#s10}
===========================================================================================================================

In this section, we apply the results of [Appendix 2](#app2){ref-type="app"} to the special case of normally distributed velocities and normally distributed image ensembles. This model formalizes how spatial correlations in the natural world affect the accuracy of motion estimation by 2-point correlators and shows how spatial decorrelation can adversely affect estimation accuracy. For example, we\'ll show that the simplest HRC is unable to extract motion signals from high frequency components of the image ensemble, yet those components still lead to variability in the motion estimator. Thus, this HRC works best when the image ensemble is correlated in a manner that avoids high-frequency components in the signal, and spatial low-pass filtering at the photoreceptor level can help to eliminate the high-frequency image components that hurt the HRC\'s accuracy.

Here we use the same velocity distribution that we used in [Appendix 3](#app3){ref-type="app"} (i.e., [Equation 14](#equ14){ref-type="disp-formula"}). However, we now allow the two point correlation function to have arbitrary structure$$\mathcal{C}^{(2)}\left( \Delta \right) = \overset{\infty}{\underset{k=0}{\sum}}S_{k}\cos\left( {k\Delta} \right),$$where $S_{k}$ are the Fourier coefficients for $\mathcal{C}^{(2)}\left( \Delta \right)$, and we have noted that the image ensemble is $2\pi$-periodic. Note that $S_{k}$ is called the power spectrum of the image ensemble, and uncorrelated ensembles correspond to the special case where $S_{k}$ = constant. With these assumptions$$\left\langle {v\left( t \right)\mathcal{C}^{(2)}\left( {\Delta_{ij} + {\int_{t_{1}}^{t_{2}}{dt\prime\,}}v\left( {t\prime} \right)} \right)} \right\rangle_{v} = \overset{\infty}{\underset{k=0}{\sum}}S_{k}\left\langle {v\cos\left( {k\left( {\Delta_{i,j} + v\left( {t_{2} - t_{1}} \right)} \right)} \right)} \right\rangle_{v}.$$

By evaluating the integral, we find that this velocity expectation is$$\left\langle {v\cos\left( {k\left( {\Delta_{i,j} + v\left( {t_{2} - t_{1}} \right)} \right)} \right)} \right\rangle_{v} = k\left( {t_{1} - t_{2}} \right)\sigma_{v}^{2}\sin\left( {k\Delta_{ij}} \right)e^{- \frac{1}{2}k^{2}{({t_{2} - t_{1}})}^{2}\sigma_{v}^{2}}.$$

Thus, if we define$$\gamma_{k} = k\sigma_{v}^{2}\sin\left( {k\Delta_{ij}} \right)\int dt_{1}\int dt_{2}\kappa_{ij}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right)\left( {t_{1} - t_{2}} \right)e^{- \frac{1}{2}k^{2}{({t_{2} - t_{1}})}^{2}\sigma_{v}^{2}},$$

then$$\left\langle {v\left( t \right)v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right)} \right\rangle = \overset{\infty}{\underset{k=0}{\sum}}\gamma_{k}S_{k}.$$

Each frequency component of the image ensemble linearly contributes to the correlation between the 2-point correlator\'s response and the velocity. The weight of each frequency component is determined by the structure of the 2-point correlator and the width of the velocity distribution.

We compute the fourth-order moment of the image ensemble using Wick\'s theorem for Gaussian moments, which says$$\begin{array}{l}
{\left\langle {\mathcal{C}\left( x_{1} \right)\mathcal{C}\left( x_{2} \right)\mathcal{C}\left( x_{3} \right)\mathcal{C}\left( x_{4} \right)} \right\rangle = \left\langle {\mathcal{C}\left( x_{1} \right)\mathcal{C}\left( x_{2} \right)} \right\rangle\left\langle {\mathcal{C}\left( x_{3} \right)\mathcal{C}\left( x_{4} \right)} \right\rangle + \left\langle {\mathcal{C}\left( x_{1} \right)\mathcal{C}\left( x_{3} \right)} \right\rangle\left\langle {\mathcal{C}\left( x_{2} \right)\mathcal{C}\left( x_{4} \right)} \right\rangle} \\
{+ \left\langle {\mathcal{C}\left( x_{1} \right)\mathcal{C}\left( x_{4} \right)} \right\rangle\left\langle {\mathcal{C}\left( x_{2} \right)\mathcal{C}\left( x_{3} \right)} \right\rangle.} \\
\end{array}$$

This immediately implies that$$\begin{array}{l}
{\mathcal{C}^{(4)}\left( {\Delta_{1},\Delta_{2},\Delta_{3}} \right) = \mathcal{C}^{(2)}\left( \Delta_{1} \right)\mathcal{C}^{(2)}\left( {\Delta_{3} - \Delta_{2}} \right) + \mathcal{C}^{(2)}\left( \Delta_{2} \right)\mathcal{C}^{(2)}\left( {\Delta_{3} - \Delta_{1}} \right)} \\
{+ \mathcal{C}^{(2)}\left( \Delta_{3} \right)\mathcal{C}^{(2)}\left( {\Delta_{2} - \Delta_{1}} \right).} \\
\end{array}$$

Once again, it\'s convenient to rewrite this expression in the Fourier domain$$\mathcal{C}^{(4)}\left( {\Delta_{1},\Delta_{2},\Delta_{3}} \right) = \overset{\infty}{\underset{k_{1}=0}{\sum}}\overset{\infty}{\underset{k_{2}=0}{\sum}}S_{k_{1}}S_{k_{2}}\left( {\cos\left( {k_{1}\Delta_{1}} \right)\cos\left( {k_{2}\left( {\Delta_{3} - \Delta_{2}} \right)} \right) + \cos\left( {k_{1}\Delta_{2}} \right)\cos\left( {k_{2}\left( {\Delta_{3} - \Delta_{1}} \right)} \right) + \cos\left( {k_{1}\Delta_{3}} \right)\cos\left( {k_{2}\left( {\Delta_{2} - \Delta_{1}} \right)} \right)} \right).$$

With these assumptions$$\begin{array}{l}
\left\langle {\mathcal{C}^{(4)}\left( {\Delta_{ij} + {\int_{t_{1}}^{t_{2}}{dt\prime\,}}v\left( {t\prime} \right),{\int_{t_{1}}^{t_{3}}{dt\prime\,}}v\left( {t\prime} \right),\Delta_{ij} + {\int_{t_{1}}^{t_{4}}{dt\prime\,}}v\left( {t\prime} \right)} \right)} \right\rangle_{v} \\
{= \overset{\infty}{\underset{k_{1}=0}{\sum}}\overset{\infty}{\underset{k_{2}=0}{\sum}}S_{k_{1}}S_{k_{2}}\left\langle {\cos\left( {k_{1}\left( {\Delta_{ij} + v\left( {t_{2} - t_{1}} \right)} \right)} \right)\cos\left( {k_{2}\left( {\Delta_{ij} + v\left( {t_{4} - t_{3}} \right)} \right)} \right)} \right.} \\
{+ \cos\left( {k_{1}v\left( {t_{3} - t_{1}} \right)} \right)\cos\left( {k_{2}v\left( {t_{4} - t_{2}} \right)} \right)} \\
{\left. {+ \cos\left( {k_{1}\left( {\Delta_{ij} + v\left( {t_{4} - t_{1}} \right)} \right)} \right)\cos\left( {k_{2}\left( {\Delta_{ij} + v\left( {t_{2} - t_{3}} \right)} \right)} \right)} \right\rangle_{v}.} \\
\end{array}$$

We evaluate the expectations over velocity by noting that each has the form$$\begin{array}{l}
{\left\langle {\cos\left( {k_{1}\left( {\Delta + v\delta_{1}} \right)} \right)\,\cos\left( {k_{2}\left( {\Delta + v\delta_{2}} \right)} \right)} \right\rangle_{v} = \frac{1}{2}e^{- \frac{1}{2}{({k_{1}\delta_{1} + k_{2}\delta_{2}})}^{2}\sigma_{v}^{2}}\left( {\cos\left( {\Delta\left( {k_{1} + k_{2}} \right)} \right)} \right.} \\
\left. {+ e^{2k_{1}k_{2}\delta_{1}\delta_{2}\sigma_{v}^{2}}\cos\left( {\Delta\left( {k_{1} - k_{2}} \right)} \right)} \right) \\
\end{array}$$for some spatial offset $\Delta$ and temporal offsets $\left\{ {\delta_{1},\,\delta_{2}} \right\}$. Thus, if we define$$\begin{array}{l}
{\Gamma_{k_{1}k_{2}} = \int dt_{1}\int dt_{2}\kappa_{ij}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right)\int dt_{3}\int dt_{4}\kappa_{ij}^{(2)}\left( {t_{3},t_{4}} \right)} \\
\left( {\frac{1}{2}e^{- \frac{1}{2}{({k_{1}{({t_{2} - t_{1}})} + k_{2}{({t_{4} - t_{3}})}})}^{2}\sigma_{v}^{2}}\left( {\cos\left( {\Delta_{ij}\left( {k_{1} + k_{2}} \right)} \right) + e^{2k_{1}k_{2}{({t_{2} - t_{1}})}{({t_{4} - t_{3}})}\sigma_{v}^{2}}\cos\left( {\Delta_{ij}\left( {k_{1} - k_{2}} \right)} \right)} \right)} \right. \\
{+ \frac{1}{2}e^{- \frac{1}{2}{({k_{1}{({t_{4} - t_{1}})} + k_{2}{({t_{2} - t_{3}})}})}^{2}\sigma_{v}^{2}}\left( {\cos\left( {\Delta_{ij}\left( {k_{1} + k_{2}} \right)} \right) + e^{2k_{1}k_{2}{({t_{4} - t_{1}})}{({t_{2} - t_{3}})}\sigma_{v}^{2}}\cos\left( {\Delta_{ij}\left( {k_{1} - k_{2}} \right)} \right)} \right)} \\
{\left. {+ \frac{1}{2}e^{- \frac{1}{2}{({k_{1}{({t_{3} - t_{1}})} + k_{2}{({t_{4} - t_{2}})}})}^{2}\sigma_{v}^{2}}\left( {1 + e^{2k_{1}k_{2}{({t_{3} - t_{1}})}{({t_{4} - t_{2}})}\sigma_{v}^{2}}} \right)} \right),} \\
\end{array}$$

then$$\left\langle \left( {v_{e}^{(2)}\left( t \right)} \right)^{2} \right\rangle = \overset{\infty}{\underset{k_{1}=0}{\sum}}\overset{\infty}{\underset{k_{2}=0}{\sum}}\Gamma_{k_{1}k_{2}}S_{k_{1}}S_{k_{2}}.$$

Power spectrum components contribute to the 2-point correlator\'s variance quadratically.

Putting these pieces together, the expected squared error achieved by a 2-point correlator is a quadratic function of the power spectrum$$\mathit{\epsilon} = \sigma_{v}^{2} - 2\overset{\infty}{\underset{k=0}{\sum}}\gamma_{k}S_{k} + \overset{\infty}{\underset{k_{1}=0}{\sum}}\overset{\infty}{\underset{k_{2}=0}{\sum}}\Gamma_{k_{1}k_{2}}S_{k_{1}}S_{k_{2}}.$$

We\'re interested to know whether spatial correlations can enhance the accuracy of the 2-point correlator. This will be the case unless a uniform power spectrum minimizes $\epsilon$. Note that every physically meaningful power spectrum is non-negative$$S_{k} \geq 0.$$

Thus, the minimum of $\epsilon$ either occurs at an extremum point or on the boundary of admissible solutions. If the minimum occurs on the boundary, then a subset of the $S_{k}$ are exactly equal to zero. In particular, the power spectrum would not be constant, which implies that the image ensemble would be spatially correlated. At an extremum point, we must find$$0 = \frac{\partial\mathit{\epsilon}}{\partial S_{k}} = - 2\gamma_{k} + 2\overset{\infty}{\underset{k\prime=0}{\sum}}\Gamma_{kk\prime}S_{k\prime}$$

for every $k$. A uniform power spectrum can only satisfy this condition if$$\gamma_{k} = \beta\overset{\infty}{\underset{k\prime=0}{\sum}}\Gamma_{kk\prime},$$where $\beta > 0$ is the (constant) value of each power spectrum component. This is generally not the case, so correlations exist that would help typical 2-point correlators.

For example, the simplest HRC, which replaces the low-pass and high-pass filters with pure time delays, is$$\overset{\sim}{R} = A\left( {U_{1}\left( {t - \tau} \right)U_{2}\left( t \right) - U_{1}\left( t \right)U_{2}\left( {t - \tau} \right)} \right),$$where $A$ is a constant with units of °/s. For this model,$$\kappa_{1,2}^{(2)}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right) = A\left( {\delta\left( {t_{1} - \tau} \right)\delta\left( t_{2} \right) - \delta\left( t_{1} \right)\delta\left( {t_{2} - \tau} \right)} \right).$$

Substituting this expression into the above formulas, we find$$\gamma_{k} = 2Ak\tau\sigma_{v}^{2}\sin\left( {k\Delta_{0}} \right)e^{- \frac{1}{2}k^{2}\tau^{2}\sigma_{v}^{2}}$$

and$$\begin{array}{l}
{\Gamma_{k_{1}k_{2}} = A^{2}\left( {3\,\sin\left( {k_{1}\Delta_{0}} \right)\,\sin\left( {k_{2}\Delta_{0}} \right)\left( {e^{- \frac{1}{2}{({k_{1} - k_{2}})}^{2}\tau^{2}\sigma_{v}^{2}} - e^{- \frac{1}{2}{({k_{1} + k_{2}})}^{2}\tau^{2}\sigma_{v}^{2}}} \right)} \right.} \\
{\left. {+ \left( {1 - \cos\left( {k_{1}\Delta_{0}} \right)\,\cos\left( {k_{2}\Delta_{0}} \right)} \right)\left( {2 - e^{- \frac{1}{2}{({k_{1} - k_{2}})}^{2}\tau^{2}\sigma_{v}^{2}} - e^{- \frac{1}{2}{({k_{1} + k_{2}})}^{2}\tau^{2}\sigma_{v}^{2}}} \right)} \right),} \\
\end{array}$$where $\Delta_{0}$ is the spacing between adjacent photoreceptors. Note that$$\underset{k\rightarrow\infty}{\text{lim}}\gamma_{k} = 0.$$

On the other hand,$$\underset{k_{2} \gg k_{1}}{\text{lim}}\Gamma_{k_{1}k_{2}} = 2A^{2}\left( {1 - \cos\left( {k_{1}\Delta_{0}} \right)\cos\left( {k_{2}\Delta_{0}} \right)} \right).$$

This does not approach zero, even for large values of $k_{1}$. Therefore, ${\sum^{}}_{k\prime = 0}^{\infty}\Gamma_{kk\prime}$ diverges and $\gamma_{k} \neq \beta{\sum^{}}_{k\prime = 0}^{\infty}\Gamma_{kk\prime}$. In this model, high frequency components lack signal but contribute noise. It\'s helpful if these frequency components are absent from the image ensemble. Future work should more fully investigate the role of spatial correlations in naturalistic motion estimation.

Front-end nonlinearities give the HRC access to higher-order correlations. {#s11}
==========================================================================

The response of the front-end nonlinearity model to a 3-point glider stimulus is determined by the higher-order correlations that it detects in the stimulus. Furthermore, we argued in [Appendix 1](#app1){ref-type="app"} and [Figure 1I](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} that higher-order correlations can contribute to the accuracy of visual motion estimators. We now describe how front-end nonlinearities provide pair-correlation mechanisms with access to certain types of higher-order correlations.

We suppose that the front-end nonlinearity, denoted $h$, has a power series expansion:$$h\left( x \right) = \overset{\infty}{\underset{n=0}{\sum}}h_{n}x^{n}.$$

Then the cross-correlation function between two non-linearly transformed input streams, denoted $y_{1}$ and $y_{2}$, is$$\left\langle {y_{1}\left( t \right)y_{2}\left( {t + \tau} \right)} \right\rangle = \left\langle {h\left( {V_{1}\left( t \right)} \right)h\left( {V_{2}\left( {t + \tau} \right)} \right)} \right\rangle = \overset{\infty}{\underset{n,m=0}{\sum}}h_{n}h_{m}\left\langle V_{1}^{n}\left( t \right)V_{2}^{m}\left( {t + \tau} \right) \right\rangle,$$where $V_{1}$ and $V_{2}$ are linear photoreceptor signals. This substitution explicitly demonstrates that the front-end nonlinear transformation enables pair correlation mechanisms to incorporate higher-order correlations of the form $\left. \left\langle V_{1}^{n}\left( t \right)V_{2}^{m}\left( {t + \tau} \right) \right. \right\rangle$. The choice of nonlinearity specifies the expansion coefficients, $h_{n}$, which in turn determines the pattern of higher-order correlations that the pair correlator incorporates into its velocity estimate. For example, sensitivity to odd-ordered correlations demands that $h_{n}$ be large for some even values of $n$. These expansion coefficients would manifest themselves in the structure of the front-end nonlinearity as asymmetries between positive and negative contrasts, but strong asymmetries were not needed to eliminate kurtosis in natural image ensembles ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Inversely, one could use this equation to determine whether a set of expansion coefficients exist that would implement a desired series of multipoint correlators. The preceding argument implies that strongly asymmetric front-end nonlinearities would be needed to account for the 3-point glider responses.

Expansion of the weighted 4-quadrant model. {#s12}
===========================================

In this Appendix, we rewrite the weighted 4-quadrant model in a basis that isolates its dependence on 2-point correlations, on higher-even-ordered correlations, and on two types of odd-ordered correlations. In [Appendix 8](#app8){ref-type="app"}, we\'ll discuss the motion estimation performance of the weighted 4-quadrant model in this basis in order to gain insight into why performance-optimized weighted 4-quadrant models also predict 3-point glider responses that resemble *Drosophila* behavior.

The weighted 4-quadrant model supposes that the input signals are segregated into four separate streams:$$\begin{array}{l}
{Q_{+ +} = \left\lbrack {f*V_{1}} \right\rbrack_{+}\left\lbrack {g*V_{2}} \right\rbrack_{+} - \left\lbrack {g*V_{1}} \right\rbrack_{+}\left\lbrack {f*V_{2}} \right\rbrack_{+}} \\
{Q_{+ -} = \left\lbrack {f*V_{1}} \right\rbrack_{+}\left\lbrack {g*V_{2}} \right\rbrack_{-} - \left\lbrack {g*V_{1}} \right\rbrack_{-}\left\lbrack {f*V_{2}} \right\rbrack_{+}} \\
{Q_{- +} = \left\lbrack {f*V_{1}} \right\rbrack_{-}\left\lbrack {g*V_{2}} \right\rbrack_{+} - \left\lbrack {g*V_{1}} \right\rbrack_{+}\left\lbrack {f*V_{2}} \right\rbrack_{-}} \\
{Q_{- -} = \left\lbrack {f*V_{1}} \right\rbrack_{-}\left\lbrack {g*V_{2}} \right\rbrack_{-} - \left\lbrack {g*V_{1}} \right\rbrack_{-}\left\lbrack {f*V_{2}} \right\rbrack_{-}} \\
\end{array}$$where $Q_{\mathit{ab}}$ denotes the ($\mathit{ab}$) quadrant for $a,b \in \left\{ {+ , -} \right\}$, $\left\lbrack x \right\rbrack_{+}$ is $x$ for $x > 0$ and is zero otherwise, and $\left\lbrack x \right\rbrack_{-}$ is $x$ for $x < 0$ and is zero otherwise. The HRC is equal to$$R = Q_{+ +} + Q_{+ -} + Q_{- +} + Q_{- -}.$$

More generally, we suppose that *Drosophila* could estimate motion as any linear combination of these signals, and we define the weighted 4-quadrant model as$$Q = w_{+ +}^{(Q)}Q_{+ +} + w_{+ -}^{(Q)}Q_{+ -} + w_{- +}^{(Q)}Q_{- +} + w_{- -}^{(Q)}Q_{- -},$$where $w_{+ +}^{(Q)}$, $w_{+ -}^{(Q)}$, $w_{- +}^{(Q)}$, and $w_{- -}^{(Q)}$ are linear weighting coefficients that specify the computation performed by the model. Since this section, and the next two, focus entirely on the weighted 4-quadrant model, we simplify notation by dropping the superscript ($Q$).

The weighted 4-quadrant model can be rewritten in an alternate form that facilitates an understanding of how various correlation types contribute to its motion estimates. We begin by noting that$$\left\lbrack x \right\rbrack_{+} = \frac{x}{2}\left( {1 + {sgn}\left( x \right)} \right),$$$$\left\lbrack x \right\rbrack_{-} = \frac{x}{2}\left( {1 - {sgn}\left( x \right)} \right),$$where ${sgn}\left( x \right)$ is +1 for positive arguments and −1 for negative arguments. We thus see that$$\begin{array}{l}
{Q_{ab} = \left\lbrack {f*V_{1}} \right\rbrack_{a}\left\lbrack {g*V_{2}} \right\rbrack_{b} - \left\lbrack {g*V_{1}} \right\rbrack_{b}\left\lbrack {f*V_{2}} \right\rbrack_{a}} \\
{= \frac{\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)}{4}\left( {1 + a\,{sgn}\left( {f*V_{1}} \right) + b\,{sgn}\left( {g*V_{2}} \right) + ab\,{sgn}\left( {f*V_{1}} \right){sgn}\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)} \right)} \\
{- \frac{\left( {g*V_{1}} \right)\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)}{4}\left( {1 + b\,{sgn}\left( {g*V_{1}} \right) + a\,{sgn}\left( {f*V_{2}} \right) + ab\,{sgn}\left( {g*V_{1}} \right){sgn}\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)} \right).} \\
\end{array}$$

Therefore, the complete weighted 4-quadrant model is$$\begin{array}{l}
{Q = \frac{w_{+ +} + w_{+ -} + w_{- +} + w_{- -}}{4}\left( {\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)\left( {g*V_{2}} \right) - \left( {g*V_{1}} \right)\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)} \right)} \\
{+ \frac{w_{+ +} + w_{+ -} - w_{- +} - w_{- -}}{4}\left( {\left( {f*V_{1}} \right){sgn}\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)\left( {g*V_{2}} \right) - \left( {g*V_{1}} \right)\left( {f*V_{2}} \right){sgn}\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)} \right)} \\
{+ \frac{w_{+ +} - w_{+ -} + w_{- +} - w_{- -}}{4}\left( {\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)\left( {g*V_{2}} \right){sgn}\left( {g*V_{2}} \right) - \left( {g*V_{1}} \right){sgn}\left( {g*V_{1}} \right)\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)} \right)} \\
{+ \frac{w_{+ +} - w_{+ -} - w_{- +} + w_{- -}}{4}\left( {\left( {f*V_{1}} \right){sgn}\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)\left( {g*V_{2}} \right){sgn}\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)} \right.} \\
\left. {- \left( {g*V_{1}} \right){sgn}\left( {g*V_{1}} \right)\left( {f*V_{2}} \right){sgn}\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)} \right) \\
\end{array}$$

This expression for the weighted 4-quadrant model groups the four weighting coefficients into four alternate terms. The first term is proportional to a standard HRC, which computes second-order correlations. We denote its associated coefficient as$$w_{\text{even} = 2} = \frac{1}{4}\left( {w_{+ +} + w_{+ -} + w_{- +} + w_{- -}} \right).$$

The second and third terms invert sign and retain magnitude under contrast inversion. Therefore, they only compute odd-ordered correlations:$$w_{\text{odd}} = \frac{1}{4}\left( {w_{+ +} + w_{+ -} - w_{- +} - w_{- -}} \right),$$$$w_{\text{odd*}} = \frac{1}{4}\left( {w_{+ +} - w_{+ -} + w_{- +} - w_{- -}} \right).$$

The fourth term is unaffected by contrast inversion. Thus, it only computes even-ordered correlations. We\'ll soon see that the lowest-order contribution from this term is fourth-order, so we denote its coefficient as$$w_{\text{even} > 2} = \frac{1}{4}\left( {w_{+ +} - w_{+ -} - w_{- +} + w_{- -}} \right).$$

These four coefficients define the correlational basis considered in [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}. For example, note that [Figure 3---figure supplement 1A](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} shows the transformation defined by [Equations 52](#equ52){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[55](#equ55){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

Because ${sgn}\left( x \right)$ is a non-analytic function, it is still somewhat opaque how the weighted 4-quadrant model relates to specific higher-order correlations in the visual stimulus. We thus rewrite ${sgn}\left( x \right)$ as the limit of an analytic function:$${sgn}\left( x \right) = \underset{\beta\rightarrow\infty}{\text{lim}}\text{erf}\left( {\beta x} \right),$$where$$\text{erf}\left( x \right) = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}}{\int_{0}^{x}{dy}}\, e^{- y^{2}}$$is the Gauss error function. The Gauss error function is entire, which means that it has a power series expansion for any value $x$. Also note that since real biological nonlinearities are not infinitely sharp, a more realistic weighted 4-quadrant model would fix $\beta$ at a finite value. We thus consider the follow approximation,$${sgn}\left( x \right) \approx \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}}\overset{\infty}{\underset{n=0}{\sum}}\frac{\left( {- 1} \right)^{n}\left( {\beta x} \right)^{2n + 1}}{n!\left( {2n + 1} \right)} = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}}\left( {\beta x - \frac{\left( {\beta x} \right)^{3}}{3} + O\left( \left( {\beta x} \right)^{5} \right)} \right),$$where $\beta \in \left( {0,\infty} \right)$. Although high-order terms might not be negligible in this expansion, the contributions of low-order correlations to visual motion estimation are set by low-order terms. In particular, the contributions of second, third, and fourth-order correlations to the weighted four quadrant model are determined by the leading terms in the expansion,$$\begin{array}{l}
{F = w_{\text{even} = 2}\left( {\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)\left( {g*V_{2}} \right) - \left( {g*V_{1}} \right)\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)} \right)} \\
{+ w_{\text{odd}}\frac{2\beta}{\sqrt{\pi}}\left( {\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)^{2}\left( {g*V_{2}} \right) - \left( {g*V_{1}} \right)\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)^{2}} \right)} \\
{+ w_{\text{odd*}}\frac{2\beta}{\sqrt{\pi}}\left( {\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)^{2} - \left( {g*V_{1}} \right)^{2}\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)} \right)} \\
{+ w_{\text{even} > 2}\frac{4\beta^{2}}{\pi}\left( {\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)^{2}\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)^{2} - \left( {g*V_{1}} \right)^{2}\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)^{2}} \right) + O\left( {\beta^{3}V^{5}} \right).} \\
\end{array}$$

Thus, the third-order term associated with $w_{odd}$ squares the low-pass filtered signal and might help to account for light--dark asymmetries in the low-pass filtered signal. The third-order term associated with $w_{\text{odd}*}$ squares the high-pass filtered signal. Finally, note that this formula confirms that the lowest-order term associated with $w_{{even} > 2}$ is fourth-order.

The weighted 4-quadrant model improves motion estimation with odd-ordered correlations. {#s13}
=======================================================================================

In the main text we quantitatively characterized the weighted 4-quadrant model by discussing its accuracy given various subsets of the four quadrants ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Here we consider the performance of the weighted 4-quadrant model in the correlational basis defined in [Appendix 7](#app7){ref-type="app"} and [Figure 3---figure supplement 1A](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}. These results lead to a simple interpretation of the computation performed by performance optimized weighted 4-quadrant models.

Models that oriented all of their weight along the even = 2 axis outperformed models that focused their weight along any other correlational axis ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1B](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). This reinforces the foremost importance of second-order correlations for motion estimation. In isolation, odd-ordered correlations were weaker predictors of motion than second-order correlations ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1B](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, the odd class well complemented the HRC, and the full accuracy of the weighted 4-quadrant model was obtained by linearly combining the even = 2 and odd correlation classes (*best 2 bar*, [Figure 3---figure supplement 1B](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). This result suggests that the weighted 4-quadrant model has two relevant dimensions. In particular, accurate models combine an HRC with odd-ordered correlations that account for statistical light--dark asymmetries in the HRC\'s low-pass filtered branch.

Since the weighted 4-quadrant model only has four parameters, it\'s possible to exhaustively study its parameter dependence. We have in mind models that are correctly scaled, in which case the mean squared error is determined by the correlation coefficient ([Appendix 2](#app2){ref-type="app"}). Since the value of the correlation coefficient is unchanged when all four weighting coefficients are scaled by the same positive factor, it suffices to consider weighting coefficients drawn from the 3-sphere, such that $w_{+ +}^{2} + w_{+ -}^{2} + w_{- +}^{2} + w_{- -}^{2} = 1$. Because the 3-sphere has a finite volume, we were able to densely sample the correlation coefficient for all parameter values ([Appendix figure 3](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). This function has one global maximum, corresponding to the optimal weight vector discussed in the main text. Its global minimum occurs on the polar opposite side of the 3-sphere, where the weighted 4-quadrant model is most strongly anti-correlated with the velocity. More generally, correlation coefficients corresponding to model parameters on opposite poles of the 3-sphere always have the same magnitude and opposite sign. Both models explain the same amount of variance about the velocity, and they become equivalent after they\'re correctly scaled. Thus, we henceforth focus our discussion on the hemisphere where the correlation coefficient was positive.10.7554/eLife.09123.017Appendix figure 3.Accuracy of the weighted 4-quadrant model across model parameters.(**A**, **B**) We computed the correlation coefficient between the velocity and the response of the weighted 4-quadrant model for all possible sets of model parameters. Since rescaling the weight vector does not affect the correlation coefficient, we assumed that all model parameters satisfy $\sum_{a,b \in {\{ + , - \}}}{\left( w_{ab}^{(Q)} \right)^{2} = 1}$. We color-coded each set of model parameters by its accuracy and projected the parameter space onto various subspaces. (**A**) We first examined the quadrant basis by projecting onto the {(− −), (− +)} (*left*) and {(+ −), (+ +)} (*right*) subspaces. (**B**) We next examined the correlational basis by projecting onto the {even = 2, odd} (*left*) and {odd\*, even \>2} (*right*) subspaces. These project into different linear combinations of the original quadrant weightings. One of the projections is the pure HRC (even = 2), while the other projections contain only odd correlations, of two different types (odd and odd\*), or only even correlations of order greater than 2 (even \>2). These projections show that accurate weighted 4-quadrant models always put positive weight into 2-point correlations and negative weight into odd-ordered correlations. Note that the glider responses predicted by the weighted 4-quadrant model mirror this pattern ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.017](10.7554/eLife.09123.017)

Weighted 4-quadrant models were most accurate when $w_{\operatorname{-+}}$ and $w_{\operatorname{--}}$ were large ([Appendix figure 3A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, *left*) and $w_{++}$ and $w_{\operatorname{-+}}$ were small ([Appendix figure 3A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, *right*). In the correlational basis, the HRC is the model with maximum weight in $w_{even=2}$ and with zero weight in $w_{odd}$, $w_{\text{odd}*}$, and $w_{\text{even} > 2}$. Thus, this basis makes it easy to compare the accuracy of the HRC to other weighted 4-quadrant models ([Appendix figure 3B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, this basis clearly sorts the weighted 4-quadrant models according to their accuracy and confirms that that the accuracy of a weighted 4-quadrant model is largely determined by $w_{\text{even} = 2}$ and $w_{odd}$ ([Appendix figure 3B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, *left*). Higher even-ordered correlations and odd-ordered correlations that account for light--dark asymmetries in the high-pass filtered visual signals did not contribute prominently to the accuracy of the weighted 4-quadrant model ([Appendix figure 3B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, *right*). Interestingly, [Appendix figure 3A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows that there is a diversity of ways to combine the four quadrants in order to improve the accuracy of the HRC, which translates into a diversity of correlational responses ([Appendix figure 3B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, the HRC is only one of many models that achieve a comparable level of accuracy. Every other motion estimator that achieves the HRC\'s performance level incorporates higher-order correlations into its estimate.

The weighted 4-quadrant model in the basis of PCs. {#s14}
==================================================

PCA is a popular method to reduce the dimensionality of neural population recordings. In this section, we conceptualize the four quadrants as a small neural population and study how each PC accounts for variance in the system and contributes to motion estimation. We show that most of the weighted 4-quadrant model\'s variance is due to two of the four PCs. Interestingly, most of this variance is not velocity-related, and we show that the two low-variance PCs are the ones that dominate motion estimation.

We began by directly applying PCA to the weighted 4-quadrant model. We computed the 4 × 4 covariance matrix of the four quadrants over the ensemble of simulated motions ([Appendix figure 4A](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). The eigenvectors of the covariance matrix are called the PCs ([Appendix figure 4B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), and the associated eigenvalues specify the amount of variance accounted for by each PC ([Appendix figure 4C](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). We found that the first two PCs accounted for 86.3% of the variance, whereas the third and fourth PCs each contributed about 7% of the variance ([Appendix figure 4C](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). The high-variance eigenvectors roughly corresponded to a sum and a difference of the (+ +) and (+ −) quadrants, whereas the low-variance PCs roughly corresponded to a sum and a difference of the (− +) and (− −) quadrants ([Appendix figure 4B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). The (− −) and (− +) quadrants best facilitated motion estimation ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the low-variance PCs were most important for motion estimation.10.7554/eLife.09123.018Appendix figure 4.The weighted 4-quadrant model in the basis of principal components (PCs).(**A**) We computed the covariance matrix of quadrant responses across the simulated ensemble of naturalistic motions. (**B**) The eigenvectors of the covariance matrix are called PCs. Signals from the (+ +) and (+ −) quadrants primarily comprised the first two PCs, whereas the (− +) and (− −) components comprised the third and fourth PCs. (**C**) The first two PCs accounted for the vast majority of the weighted 4-quadrant model\'s response variance. (**D**) Each member of the ensemble of naturalistic motions comprised a velocity and a natural image, and both components contributed variance to the model response. Although the first two PCs accounted for most of the variance, little of that variance was associated with the velocity of motion. Instead, the third and fourth PCs best aided motion estimation, because they contributed the vast majority of the velocity-associated variance.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.09123.018](10.7554/eLife.09123.018)

This result is counter to one\'s usual intuition, but it is a straightforward consequence of the mathematics of linear regression and PCA. We want to linearly combine the PC signals to best predict the velocity:$$\beta = \text{argmin}\left\langle \left( {v - \beta^{T}x} \right)^{2} \right\rangle,$$where $\beta$ is a four-dimensional column vector of weights, $v$ denotes the velocity, the superscript $T$ denotes the matrix transpose, and $x$ is the 4-vector of PC signals. The solution to this problem is well-known from the theory of linear regression:$$\beta = M^{- 1}U,$$where $M_{ij} = \left\langle {x_{i}x_{j}} \right\rangle$ is the covariance matrix of the predictors, and $U_{i} = \left\langle {vx_{i}} \right\rangle$ is the covariance of each predictor with the velocity. In practice, we estimate these expectations from the empirical data, and PCs are uncorrelated over the naturalistic motion ensemble by construction$$M_{ij} = \lambda_{i}\delta_{ij},$$where $\lambda_{i}$ is the variance associated with $i$th PC, and $\delta_{ij}$ is the Kronecker *δ*-function. Thus,$$\beta_{i} = \frac{\left\langle {vx_{i}} \right\rangle}{\left\langle x_{i}^{2} \right\rangle} = \frac{\sigma_{v}\sqrt{\lambda_{i}}r_{i}}{\lambda_{i}} = \frac{\sigma_{v}r_{i}}{\sqrt{\lambda_{i}}},$$where $\sigma_{v}$ is the standard deviation of the velocity signal, and $r_{i}$ is the correlation coefficient between the velocity and the $i$th PC.

It is also easy to calculate the correlation coefficient between the true velocity and the estimated velocity. First note that$$\left\langle {v\beta^{T}x} \right\rangle = \beta^{T}\left\langle {vx} \right\rangle = \sum\limits_{i}\frac{\sigma_{v}r_{i}}{{\sqrt{\lambda}}_{i}}\sigma_{v}\sqrt{\lambda_{i}}r_{i} = \sigma_{v}^{2}\sum\limits_{i}r_{i}^{2},$$$$\left\langle \left( {\beta^{T}x} \right)^{2} \right\rangle = \sum\limits_{i,j}\,\beta_{i}\beta_{j}\left\langle {x_{i}x_{j}} \right\rangle = \sum\limits_{i}\frac{\sigma_{v}^{2}r_{i}^{2}}{\lambda_{i}}\lambda_{i} = \sigma_{v}^{2}\sum\limits_{i}r_{i}^{2}.$$

Thus the square of the correlation coefficient between the true and estimated velocities is$$r^{2} = \frac{\left( \left\langle {v\beta^{T}x} \right\rangle \right)^{2}}{\left\langle v^{2} \right\rangle\left\langle \left( {\beta^{T}x} \right)^{2} \right\rangle} = \sum\limits_{i}r_{i}^{2}.$$

Because the PCs are uncorrelated, each contributes independently to the motion estimator\'s accuracy. The amount that each PC contributes to the estimation accuracy is determined by its correlation with the velocity, and all dependence on the total amount of variance associated with the PC has dropped out entirely. These conclusions are also true when we look at the squared error directly$$\mathit{\epsilon} = \left\langle \left( {v - \beta^{T}x} \right)^{2} \right\rangle = \sigma_{v}^{2} + \left\langle \left( {\beta^{T}x} \right)^{2} \right\rangle - 2\left\langle {v\beta^{T}x} \right\rangle = \sigma_{v}^{2}\left( {1 - \sum\limits_{i}r_{i}^{2}} \right).$$

As would be expected from this formula, the third and fourth PCs account for much more of the velocity-associated variance than the first and second PCs ([Appendix figure 4D](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, the first PC does account for a significant portion of the velocity-associated variance ([Appendix figure 4D](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), so the basis of PCs does not fully reveal the structure that was apparent in the correlational basis ([Appendix 8](#app8){ref-type="app"}).

Novel use of low-order signatures for motion estimation. {#s15}
========================================================

The non-multiplicative nonlinearity model ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) relaxed the assumption that *Drosophila*\'s motion estimator multiplies its inputs and substantially improved the accuracy of visual motion estimation ([Figure 4E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Surprisingly, the non-multiplicative nonlinearity model slightly outperformed the HRC when we parameterized it as a second-order polynomial ([Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates that there are useful low-order correlations that the HRC neglects. In this section, we will explain how visual motion estimators can sometimes productively incorporate computational signatures that do not nonlinearly combine signals across space.

This section considers computational signatures that clash harshly with our usual intuition for visual motion estimation, and we need to unpack *how* the motion estimator in [Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"} works before we can understand *why* it works. The observed improvement results from a linear combination of the HRC$$R = \left( {f*V_{1}} \right)\left( {g*V_{2}} \right) - \left( {g*V_{1}} \right)\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)$$

with a linear transformation of the photoreceptor signals$$L = g*V_{1} - g*V_{2}.$$

We thus must consider the motion estimator$$v_{e}^{(\text{low})} = \beta_{R}R + \beta_{L}L,$$where $\beta_{R}$ and $\beta_{L}$ are the weighting coefficients that minimize the mean-squared error. Note that $L$ linearly combines signals from multiple points in space. Like the HRC, it is mirror anti-symmetric:$$\left. \left\{ {V_{1}\left( t \right),V_{2}\left( t \right)} \right\}\mapsto\left\{ {V_{2}\left( t \right),V_{1}\left( t \right)} \right\}\Rightarrow L\mapsto - L. \right.$$

It is useful to take a detour to abstractly consider how motion estimation performance depends on the joint statistics of $R$, $L$, and the velocity of motion, $v$. All three of these quantities are zero mean. We denote their variances as$$\sigma_{R}^{2} = \left\langle R^{2} \right\rangle,\,\sigma_{L}^{2} = \left\langle L^{2} \right\rangle,\,\sigma_{v}^{2} = \left\langle v^{2} \right\rangle$$

and their cross-correlation coefficients as$$r^{(R)} = \frac{\left\langle {vR} \right\rangle}{\sigma_{v}\sigma_{R}},\, r^{(L)} = \frac{\left\langle {vL} \right\rangle}{\sigma_{v}\sigma_{L}},\, c^{({RL})} = \frac{\left\langle {RL} \right\rangle}{\sigma_{R}\sigma_{L}}.$$

The optimal weighting coefficients are determined by these quantities (see [Equation 61](#equ61){ref-type="disp-formula"}):$$\beta_{R} = \frac{\sigma_{v}\left( {r^{(R)} - c^{({RL})}r^{(L)}} \right)}{\sigma_{R}\left( {1 - \left( c^{({RL})} \right)^{2}} \right)},\,\beta_{L} = \frac{\sigma_{v}\left( {r^{(L)} - c^{({RL})}r^{(R)}} \right)}{\sigma_{L}\left( {1 - \left( c^{({RL})} \right)^{2}} \right)};$$as is the correlation coefficient between the true velocity and $v_{e}^{(\text{auto})}$:$$r^{(\text{low})} = \sqrt{\frac{\left( r^{(R)} \right)^{2} + \left( r^{(L)} \right)^{2} - 2c^{({RL})}r^{(R)}r^{(L)}}{1 - \left( c^{({RL})} \right)^{2}}}.$$

Across the simulated ensemble of naturalistic motions we empirically found that $r^{(R)} \approx 0.24$, $r^{(L)} \approx - 0.0017$, and $c^{({RL})} \approx - 0.28$. Thus, we note that $\left| r^{(L)} \middle| \ll \middle| r^{(R)} \right|$ and approximate the correlation coefficient as$$\frac{r^{(\text{low})}}{r^{(R)}} \approx \sqrt{\frac{1}{1 - \left( c^{({RL})} \right)^{2}}}.$$

Thus, we expect the inclusion of the linear term $L$ to improve the accuracy of motion estimation by about 4.3% (compare to [Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). Interested readers can find a complete derivation of these equations in section V of the supplemental materials for ([@bib13]).

With this machinery in hand, we can start to understand the utility of the linear term. First, note that this term was only weakly correlated with the velocity across the simulated ensemble of motions. Furthermore, the correlation would have been *exactly* zero if $\left\langle {v\left( {g*V_{1}} \right)} \right\rangle$ had been equal to $\left\langle {v\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)} \right\rangle$, as would have been the case for an ensemble that was perfectly translationally invariant. So the small correlation we observed between $L$ and $v$ is nothing more than residual noise resulting from a finitely sized data sample that did not explicitly enforce translation invariance. Nevertheless, it\'s critical to realize that [Equation 76](#equ76){ref-type="disp-formula"} treated $r^{(L)}$ as if it *were* zero, yet it still managed to account for the results of [Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}. Thus, this residual sampling noise has nothing to do with the improvements offered by the hybrid estimator. As intuitively expected, the linear term is completely uncorrelated with the velocity of motion.

[Equation 76](#equ76){ref-type="disp-formula"} suggests that a linear term, which is itself uncorrelated with the velocity of motion, can nevertheless help velocity estimation. However, this improvement demands that it be combined with another motion estimator that: (i) is correlated with the velocity (i.e., $r^{(R)} \neq 0$); and (ii) is correlated with the linear term (i.e., $c^{({RL})} \neq 0$). Our numerical results indicate that the HRC is an example of such a motion estimator. The HRC obviously satisfies the first condition. To examine the second condition, we note that correlation between the HRC and the linear term is nonzero if and only if$$\begin{array}{l}
{\left\langle {RL} \right\rangle = \left\langle {\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)\left( {g*V_{1}} \right)\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)} \right\rangle + \left\langle {\left( {g*V_{1}} \right)\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)} \right\rangle} \\
{- \left\langle {\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)^{2}} \right\rangle - \left\langle {\left( {g*V_{1}} \right)^{2}\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)} \right\rangle} \\
\end{array}$$is nonzero. As long as the image ensemble is light--dark asymmetric, there are no symmetry principles that force this number to vanish for a general choice of $f$ and $g$. Our numerical results show that the associated correlation coefficient is far from zero for natural inputs and our choices of filters. Fundamentally, this correlation can be nonzero because the HRC\'s response depends on the pattern that is moving, as does the linear response. Because image-induced variability is partially shared between the HRC and the linear term, the latter can help to eliminate image-induced noise from the HRC, thereby improving the motion estimate.

Although our results indicate that a linear term can improve local motion estimation, its benefits do not sum over space. In particular, imagine an ensemble of elementary motion detectors that combine a local HRC and a local linear estimator:$$v_{e,i}^{(\text{low})} = \beta_{R}\left( {\left( {f*V_{i}} \right)\left( {g*V_{i + 1}} \right) - \left( {g*V_{i}} \right)\left( {f*V_{i + 1}} \right)} \right) + \beta_{L}\left( {g*V_{i} - g*V_{i + 1}} \right),$$where $i$ indexes the first point in space surveyed by the $i$th local estimator. A whole field motion percept could be found by averaging these local motion signals over space$$v_{e}^{(\text{low})} = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N}v_{e,i}^{(\text{low})},$$where $N$ denotes the total number of local motion detectors. However, the second term in the linear estimator at point $i$ cancels the first term in the linear estimator at point $i + 1$. Thus, spatial averaging eliminates most of the dependence on the linear term$$v_{e}^{(\text{low})} = \frac{\beta_{R}}{N}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N}\left( {\left( {f*V_{i}} \right)\left( {g*V_{i + 1}} \right) - \left( {g*V_{i}} \right)\left( {f*V_{i + 1}} \right)} \right) + \frac{\beta_{L}}{N}\left( {g*V_{1} - g*V_{N + 1}} \right).$$

All that remains of the linear term is a boundary term that depends on photoreceptor activity at the edges of the visual field. Furthermore, the magnitude of this contribution decreases with $N$. Thus, linear estimators have little utility for full-field motion estimation. Nevertheless, it\'s conceivable that such terms could play a role in *Drosophila*\'s motion estimation circuit, because the same elementary motion detector is thought to underlie a wide variety of motion-guided behaviors, and the inclusion of this locally beneficial term is not detrimental to whole field motion estimation.

Finally we note that the principles discussed in the context of linear motion estimators also apply in other counterintuitive contexts. For example, consider an autocorrelator,$$A = \left( {f*V_{1}} \right)\left( {g*V_{1}} \right) - \left( {f*V_{2}} \right)\left( {g*V_{2}} \right),$$which correlates visual signals from the same point in space. Like the HRC, it is mirror anti-symmetric:$$\left. \left\{ {V_{1}\left( t \right),V_{2}\left( t \right)} \right\}\mapsto\left\{ {V_{2}\left( t \right),V_{1}\left( t \right)} \right\}\Rightarrow A\mapsto - A, \right.$$but it is uncorrelated with the velocity. Nevertheless, the autocorrelator\'s correlation with the HRC is determined by$$\begin{array}{l}
{\left\langle {RA} \right\rangle = \left\langle {\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)^{2}\left( {g*V_{1}} \right)\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)} \right\rangle + \left\langle {\left( {g*V_{1}} \right)\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)^{2}\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)} \right\rangle} \\
{- \left\langle {\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)\left( {g*V_{2}} \right)^{2}} \right\rangle - \left\langle {\left( {f*V_{1}} \right)\left( {g*V_{1}} \right)^{2}\left( {f*V_{2}} \right)} \right\rangle} \\
\end{array}$$and need not be zero. Empirically, we find the relevant correlation coefficient to be −0.40 across the ensemble of naturalistic motions, so [Equation 76](#equ76){ref-type="disp-formula"} implies that this autocorrelator would enhance the HRC by 8.9%. However, such improvements do not sum over space. Thus, autocorrelators might be relevant for local motion estimates, but not for motion estimates that average over space.

Regarding the computational problem of visual motion estimation. {#s16}
================================================================

Throughout this paper, we have illustrated connections between the computations performed by our models and spatiotemporal correlations. These links are important for both practical and theoretical reasons. First, the many experimental successes of the HRC already suggest that the fly\'s computation of motion is organized around spatiotemporal correlations in the stimulus ([@bib59]). Thus, by relating our models to spatiotemporal correlations, we were able to discern how each model generalizes this canonical model. For example, [Figure 3---figure supplement 1B](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} shows that the optimal weighted 4-quadrant model supplements the standard HRC with a specific subclass of odd-ordered correlations, an observation that both reiterates the importance of the HRC and highlights the most critical signals that it lacks. Second, spatiotemporal correlations provide a fundamental connection between the motion estimation strategies used by invertebrates and vertebrates ([@bib1]; [@bib71]). In particular, although the HRC and motion energy models differ in their architectural details, both models are ultimately driven by 2-point correlations in the stimulus. Therefore, general arguments framed in terms of spatiotemporal correlations are easy to investigate in the specific context of either the HRC or motion energy model. Third, an understanding of the spatiotemporal correlations computed by each model facilitates the design of psychophysical experiments that test the models. For example, glider stimuli ([@bib27]) provide flexible experimental tools to probe how specific correlations contribute to motion percepts. Future work will lead to a variety of more realistic models that can also be characterized by the stimulus correlations that they detect. These models can be distinguished by carefully designed glider experiments.

From a theoretical point of view, correlation functions are important because they provide a mathematical basis in which to decompose neural computations ([@bib48]; [@bib18]). David Marr famously proposed that neural computation must be understood at several levels ([@bib8]). He described his second level as "that at which the algorithms that implement a computation are characterized." Our emphasis on correlation functions is directed towards unraveling motion estimation at this algorithmic level. As illustrated concretely by [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}, it\'s possible for an algorithm to have a simple characterization in terms of correlation functions, even when the fundamental computational units (e.g., the quadrants) do not actually compute correlations. Furthermore, correlation functions intuitively relate the visual signatures of motion to measurable features of natural visual environments ([Appendix figure 1](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, it\'s possible that correlation functions will ultimately provide an inefficient basis for representing the algorithms of visual motion estimation. For example, although the weighted 4-quadrant model is well understood in terms of the correlations that it detects, it would be nontrivial to discern its underlying simplicity based solely on its responses to glider stimuli, because the constraints relating various higher order correlators would be *a priori* unknown. Overall, we consider correlation functions to provide a useful lens for characterizing and understanding the algorithms of visual motion estimation, but research should also consider visual motion estimation in alternate bases that might reflect the brain\'s biological substrates more directly ([@bib55]).

Our characterization of visual motion estimation in terms of correlation functions provides an interesting perspective on the computational problem faced by *Drosophila*\'s visual motion estimator in natural environments. Natural images contain many low and high-order correlations ([@bib21]), and this implies that the fly brain could in principle use a wide array of correlations for visual motion estimation ([Appendix figure 1](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). However, each correlation is only weakly associated with the velocity of motion in naturalistic settings ([@bib15]; [@bib13]). The reason for this is that the specific structure of the scene that is moving acts as a nuisance parameter that hinders the unambiguous assignment of a velocity to pattern of light input. For example, it\'s well known that the temporal frequency of a moving sinusoidal grating shapes the HRC\'s output ([@bib4]), thereby conflating the velocity with the grating\'s spatial frequency. More generally, the variability of a multipoint correlator across an ensemble of moving scenes is determined by higher-order statistics of the image ensemble (e.g., see [Appendix 2](#app2){ref-type="app"}). The fact that the same natural image drives every multipoint correlator also implies that the correlators co-vary with each other across the naturalistic motion ensemble. This shared variability can sometimes enable higher-order multipoint correlators to compensate effectively for image-induced noise that contaminates the HRC ([@bib13]).

Questions of how brains compute behaviorally relevant stimulus features from sensory inputs are central to neuroscience, but they are extraordinarily difficult to answer, even in principle. In the context of *Drosophila*\'s visual motion estimator, the ensemble of photoreceptor signals contains many nonlinear cues that are weakly correlated with the stimulus velocity and with each other under naturalistic conditions. There are many ways to pool these signals into an improved motion estimate. The space of possible stimuli is astronomically large, so it is impossible for experiments to sample it completely. Nevertheless, synthetic laboratory stimuli can be designed to rule out specific algorithms that the brain might use to estimate motion. Thus, to deconstruct a neural computation, one must find ways to dramatically restrict the space of candidate models and to identify interesting models that can be experimentally ruled out. It\'s important to note that we did not construct our models to reproduce the behavioral data, even though this is a straightforward exercise ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). Instead we aimed for a predictive framework that can relate behavioral responses to the statistics of natural sensory inputs, the statistics of natural behavior, and the constraints imposed by the neural circuits that implement the computation. Such constructions are complicated and depend on features of neural circuits that are incompletely known. Nevertheless, we hope that this added complexity will eventually pay off in computational models that have a rational structure from the viewpoint of the stimulus, the animal, and the brain.

10.7554/eLife.09123.019
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Thank you for submitting your work entitled "Naturalistic visual motion estimation by *Drosophila*" for peer review at *eLife*. Your submission has been favorably evaluated by Eve Marder (Senior Editor), Matteo Carandini (Reviewing Editor), Jonathan Victor (peer reviewer), and two other reviewers.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

This is an important computational and mathematical study of visual motion analysis: what kinds of motion signals are present in the natural environment, how they can be extracted by biologically-plausible neural circuitry, and the features that govern their performance. The point of reference for the paper is the Hassenstein-Reichardt correlator (HRC), the canonical model for motion signal detection, and the starting point for a great deal of important work on how motion computations are reduced to circuitry. The main point of the paper is that this model fails to account for some qualitative aspects of motion processing (responses to glider stimuli), and that relatively simple extensions of the model enable it to properly predict responses to glider stimuli, and also, substantially improve its accuracy for the naturalistic motion stimuli that are the focus of the paper.

The big-picture findings (which at the moment are very difficult to grasp, see below) are important for the community at large: simple multiplication is not the best approach, and deviations from multiplication -- which are being revealed by circuit-level analysis -- should likely be viewed as a feature, rather than a bug. This changes the way we view the analysis of the implementation of the HRC in circuitry -- rather than attempting to understand how neurons carry out a multiplication, the focus is shifted into how they make use of nonlinearities to do a computation that is, perhaps surprisingly, even better for the task.

Essential revisions:

The paper is currently written in such a way that only an exquisitely trained and alert specialist can appreciate these points. It is essential that the paper be reorganized so that there are clear questions set in context of the literature, and the paper and its logic become easier to follow for someone who is not working on motion detection in fly.

The current organization of the paper, indeed, is obscure. The paper starts by introducing 4 models that are elaborations of the Reichardt detector: (1) multiple channels that explicitly construct higher order correlation statistics, (2) A static front end nonlinearity, (3) separate correlations between lights and darks, (4) nonlinear combination through operations other than multiplication. This is a lot to take in, and only the most motivated readers will get past this point. Most readers, instead, will stop there. It would be much better to introduce the Reichardt detector (and ideally an energy model), show their failings (e.g. with glider stimuli) and then motivate ways in which they could be improved, and introduce a few of the alternative models (do we need all 4?). Otherwise, introducing the 4 models right away feels like introducing solutions in search of a problem.

A key problem is that all the models considered seem to work better than the Reichardt model, with no compelling argument for one vs. the other. Possibly this should be regarded as generating a set of alternate hypotheses for physiologists and anatomists to investigate, but it would be useful to understand better what separates these models.

Because of this, and because the style of writing is opaque, it is currently difficult to discern the "bottom line" in this paper. It reads as a survey of many possible models and some of their virtues and discontents.

It is essential for the authors to decide what exactly they want the paper to convey, and set out a clear set of questions in Introduction, answer them in Results, and return to them in Discussion. The current paper, by contrast, seems to change its mind along the way as to what those questions are, and the reader is left grasping for a specific set of questions that need addressing. For instance, the Discussion (second paragraph) emphasizes processing in segregated ON and OFF channels. Is this the main take-home message? If so, it should be clearly set out as a question in the Introduction.

More generally, it seems essential that the authors introduce the problem in a broader context. As written, the paper uses computational methods to specifically examine some possible mechanisms of motion estimation in flies in view of the inability of the traditional Reichardt model to explain how animals use higher order motion cues. These are important issues, but to engage that broader interest it would be good to relate more substantially with the literature on higher order statistics in natural scenes and adaptation of circuit structure and perceptual phenomena to these statistics. Some suggestions appear in Reviewer 3\'s specific comments, appended below.

The language needs to become clearer. For instance, at the end of the subsection "Model responses to glider stimuli", you state, "utility of higher-order correlations for naturalistic motion processing is not restricted to a specific neural circuit implementation." What does this mean?

Also, while it is understandable that the authors may want to protect the reader from too much detail, at the moment the paper seems to put too much away into the appendices for the reader to be able to follow exactly what is going on. In turn, the material in the appendices is written in an extremely mathematical style, too much so for the readers of this journal -- for example, "simply" is overused.

In addition to these key issues of organization and style, there are also some conceptual aspects that need work:

1\) The paper seems to concern only rigid, constant, fronto-parallel motion. While this limitation needs to be explicitly stated, it also increases the strength of the findings. That is, there are many ways in which real motion estimation differ from this simplified scenario: for example, there are objects that may be moving independently of the visual flow, and objects may move in depth. Getting rid of these confounds will further complicate algorithms for extraction of visual flow, and influence what is "optimal". So it is really quite remarkable that even with these real-world complications neglected, the authors still find that extraction of motion is benefited by mechanisms that make use of high-order nonlinearities.

2\) The authors\' choice of a way to evaluate performance, i.e. correlation of the inferred motion signal with the veridical motion, is problematic for two related reasons. Firstly, performance can be increased merely by attenuating large-magnitude outliers in the estimate (even simply by passing the output through a sigmoidal nonlinearity, independent of the stimulus). Secondly, the mathematical analysis is complicated because of the need to compute the denominator. There is no single best measure of performance, but for the above reasons, correlation is suboptimal. Two possible alternatives are: (a) to use the covariance (or, equivalently, mean-squared error) more extensively -- this gets rid of the denominator problem, and may also simplify the understanding of the role of the autocorrelators; (b) to use mutual information between true and estimated velocity. The advantage of this is that it will not depend on any output transformation. There\'s a good argument that this is biologically appropriate, since after all, the fly does not need to know the velocity, it just needs to control its behavior -- and there may well be nonlinear transformations that intervene between the motion signal output, and the motor command. In sum, it would be useful to know whether maximizing covariance, or maximizing information about velocity, would lead to the same conclusions as maximizing correlation. Note that the authors don\'t necessarily need to refit the models to maximize mutual information. Rather, all that is needed is to take the existing fitted models and calculate the mutual information from the scatter plot of true velocity vs. calculated velocity -- a one dimensional calculation that can be done with binning in, say, 16 velocity bins of approximately equal occupancy.

3\) The benefits of the autocorrelator are not clear, despite the paper\'s lengthy material on this point. To get off the ground: is it the case that the stimulus set is symmetric with respect to velocity -- i.e., that each spatial profile is presented as moving both with positive and negative velocity? If this is not the case, then it would seem important to explain why this is justified, and of course, autocorrelators may help. And unless this asymmetry is present in natural stimuli, it would seem to be a flaw in the analysis that needs to be fixed.

Indeed, perhaps the stimulus set is actually not symmetric with respect to velocity. This is suggested by the sentence following [Eq. 7](#equ7){ref-type="disp-formula"} of [Appendix 4](#app4){ref-type="app"}: "The performance of the combined motion estimator is superior to the original direction selective estimator whenever the latter \[i.e., the direction selective estimator\] has a nonzero correlation with the autocorrelator."

But if the stimulus set is symmetric in this regard, the result is quite puzzling. Let\'s say a particular estimator A that was optimal had the following behavior. For a particular stimulus moving with a positive velocity (say, S^+^, with signed velocity v(S^+^)) gave a result E^+^, and for the same stimulus moving with a negative velocity (say, S^-^, with signed velocity v(S^-^)=-v(S^+^)) gave a result E^-^. We could also construct an estimator A\*, which first inverted the stimulus, and then applied A, and then inverted the result -- so that A\* would give the result of-(E-) for S^+^, and -(E^+^) for S^-^. If A is optimal, then (by symmetry) A\* would also have to be optimal. But then it would seem that a new estimator, B=(A+A\*)/2, would be better than both, unless A and A\* are identical. The reason for this is that B removes any bias (towards either positive or negative velocities) that A or A\* might have, and one can always decompose the error (across the entire ensemble) into the error for the summed velocity (v(S^+^)+v(S^-^)) and for the difference velocity (v(S^+^)-v(S^-^)), for each pair of stimuli. B reduces the error for the summed velocity to zero, and does not influence the error for the difference velocity. Is there a problem with this argument?

Assuming that the stimulus set is symmetric w.r.t. velocity, and, the above argument is correct, then it is hard to understand how linear addition of a signal Z that is generated in a spatially-symmetric fashion, including an autocorrelator, can improve the performance of an estimator if measured by covariance. But perhaps it might help by improving the correlation (see item 2 above) -- and this should be clarified. On the other hand, using a symmetric signal Z in a nonlinear way (e.g., dividing by (1+Z^2^)) could improve the performance as measured by covariance or correlation, by reducing outliers. However, it is not clear that this is what the authors are doing.

In sum -- the paper should clarify whether the stimulus set is symmetric with respect to velocity sign. If it is asymmetric, it should justify this asymmetry, and, be clear whether it is responsible for the utility of autocorrelators. If it is symmetric, then further explanation is needed as to why autocorrelators are useful.

4\) Regarding the Discussion section concerning motion energy computations in vertebrates: In considering how the conclusions might apply to the motion energy model, it looks like the paper is suggesting that vertebrates might use different kinds of deviations from strict multiplication, because of the different linear structure of the motion energy model. In this regard, it would be useful to point out that cellular-level analysis in the macaque (Nitzany et al., Evolutionary convergence in computation of local motion signals in monkey and dragonfly. CoSyNe , 2014) shows that the consequences of these deviations is very similar in terms of the motion signal that is extracted -- at least in terms of detection of three-point correlations, which are crucial to this paper.

5\) Nesting of models. A diagram that shows the "nesting" relationships of the models -- which ones are special cases of others, and that the HRC is a special case of all -- would be helpful.

6\) Static nonlinearities at the front end: the paper considers binarization and histogram-equalization. Might it be useful to add a front-end nonlinearity that converts the intensity distribution to a Gaussian? Kurtosis would be higher than either, but this is the distribution that maximizes information (entropy) for a given variance -- so it would be interesting to see how it does.

7\) The authors must make their program code for the results available either on the journal web site or on a publicly accessible data base. Please add details to the Method on this last point.

Reviewer \#3:

1\) At the end of the Introduction, the authors say that the perceptual measurements are consistent with only a subset of their models. It would be useful to be clear up front here about which models worked and which ones didn\'t and in what ways.

2\) A comment about writing style. The paper frequently has expressions like "we hypothesize that biology tunes its motion estimators\[...\]" (subsection "Strategies for visual motion estimation", first paragraph). Personally, I find it a bit grating to read this sort of broad (over-)generalization about "biology". Are there motion detectors of some kind in plants, cyanobacteria and tube-worms at deep-sea vents? Maybe, but the authors are not saying anything that would convince me about how they work. There are many such occurrences of the "biology does X or Y" phrasing, which the authors would be well-advised to remove. (Another example is in the third paragraph, but there are many others.) In any case, the hypothesis of tuning of circuits to natural scenes statistics arising from ordinary behavior is hardly new, so a nod to the venerable history of this idea would be a good thing here.

3\) In reading the third paragraph of the subsecton "Strategies for visual motion estimation" and [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, I could not understand how the static front-end nonlinearity allowed the circuit compute higher order spatial correlations more easily. Or maybe that is not being implied, but it seemed to be. Later on it becomes more clear that the nonlinearity is supposed to remove kurtosis, but I was confused at this stage in the paper. More generally, it would be helpful to get some conceptual sense of why these particular models are considered -- otherwise one gets a sense of a bit of a grab-bag, especially since many of these models could be combined with each other, no doubt giving improvements in each case.

4\) In the subsection entitled "Each mechanisms outperforms the HRC\[...\]", the authors show that their various models work better than the HRC. They then say that they can gain insight because their models are theoretical tractable. As an example, they say that their front-end nonlinearity does contrast equalization. But this is the first time they say anything about the nature of the nonlinearity, and they don\'t say why this kind of normalization helps. So I am afraid that the insight does not come through. Continuing in this vein, they say that "a large fraction of \[...\] performance was afforded by a small number of correlation types". But there has been no discussion in the text at this point of the possible correlation types and which ones are being used, so the comment remains opaque. Then they write "binarizing nonlinearities also offered certain \[...\] advantages". Again, this is the first time binarizing nonlinearities are mentioned and it is not clear what the advantages are. It seems clear from the opacity of the text that more details of the model variations should be described earlier, in order to make the paper easier to read. Looking at [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} it is clear that everything outperforms the HRC. But the HRC really does poorly -- a correlation coefficient of 0.25 or so. The best mechanism has a correlation coefficient of 0.5. This leads me to worry that none of these proposed mechanisms actually works that well. Also, a main message of this paper is that multi-point correlations are important to motion estimation. But it seems in this Figure that the front-end nonlinearity has the biggest effect. Why didn\'t the authors combine this nonlinearity with the other mechanisms they consider?

5\) The authors cite their own work for the glider stimuli. Don\'t these stimuli and associated analysis come from the decades of work by J. Victor and collaborators? I might be mistaken about this -- I am most familiar with the spatial stimuli created with gliders that I learned about from those papers. I understand how these stimuli are constructed from those works, but I suspect that the general reader will need a brief introduction at this stage in the paper, even though this is covered in previous works.

6\) I appreciated the clear statement in the first paragraph of subsection "Model responses to glider stimuli" about what the HRC model fails to predict. In the next paragraph (and [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) the authors discuss how the front-end nonlinearity increases accuracy compared to HRC broadly speaking, but fail to match the responses to negative 2-point correlations and some 3-point gliders. Then they show that models that explicitly compute higher-order correlations correctly predicted the sign of all glider responses, but did not predict the detailed response amplitudes. They try different architectures and find that several architectures show similar performance overall. Of course the output of any of these circuits need not be directly equal to the turning rate of the animal. Am I correct in understanding that the model is that a single gain parameter should relate all of the turning rates under different conditions to the output of the circuit, and that this single gain is fixed by normalizing the positive two-point glider? Also, in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, is the "equalized" model the same as the front-end nonlinearity model in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}? In what sense is it "equalized"?

7\) In the subsection "Improving motion estimation by accounting for natural light-dark asymmetries", the authors describe results that show that accounting for bright-dark asymmetry improved the results of all of the mechanisms that got the sign of glider responses right. While the text has a technical discussion how various combinations of signals work, I did not understand from the text the conceptual reason why the bright-dark separation helps. At some broad level it is not surprising that adapting to the natural statistics helps with the detection of signals, and indeed it seems here that all the mechanisms are helped by incorporating bright-dark asymmetries. Is there a deeper insight here? Or maybe the point is that the authors are simply making a prediction that the higher order motion detection circuits in flies will be discovered to segregate ON and OFF pathways and then recombine them, independently of which detailed mechanism and nonlinearities are being used? Now in [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, most of the quadrant models seem to do worse than HRC, and the (--- ---) quadrant seems not to be significantly better. And all of these models have a very low correlation with velocity. In view of this, could the authors please clarify why they are saying that accounting for bright-dark asymmetry in their model improves things?

8\) In the subsection "Improving motion estimation by reducing kurtosis" the authors explain that their front end nonlinearities improved motion estimation by reducing the kurtosis in the inputs, even though they did not help with predicting glider responses. Would it help to have these nonlinearities along with the correlation detectors and the ON-OFF segregation discussed in previous sections?

9\) As written, the paper uses computational methods to specifically examine some possible mechanisms of motion estimation in flies in view of the inability of the traditional Reichardt model to explain how animals use higher order motion cues. I agree with the authors that the work has potentially broader significance beyond the specific example discussed here. But in order to engage that broader interest it would be really good if the authors would engage more substantially with the literature on higher order statistics in natural scenes and adaptation of circuit structure and perceptual phenomena to these statistics. At the moment the engagement is cursory. Some suggestions appear below. None of the papers mentioned below is specifically about motion estimation and the suggestion to engage a bit more with all this is not intended to detract from the novelty of the present work; rather it will likely help readers to find the work situated better against this well-known context.

A\) Light-dark asymmetry of natural stimuli and consequences for visual cicrcuits:

(i)Ratliff, Charles P., et al. "Retina is structured to process an excess of darkness in natural scenes." Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 107.40 (2010): 17368-17373, and references therein on light-dark statistics;

\(ii\) Komban, Stanley Jose, Jose-Manuel Alonso, and Qasim Zaidi. "Darks are processed faster than lights." The Journal of Neuroscience 31.23 (2011): 8654-865, and references therein.

B\) Kurtosis and higher moments of the distribution of light:

\(i\) Bonin, Vincent, Valerio Mante, and Matteo Carandini. "The statistical computation underlying contrast gain control." The Journal of neuroscience 26.23 (2006): 6346-6353, and references therein.

C\) Higher order spatial correlations and perception in the "glider" formulation used here:

\(i\) A long history of studies by Victor, and specifically the recent work: Tkačik, Gašper, et al. "Local statistics in natural scenes predict the saliency of synthetic textures." Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 107.42 (2010): 18149-18154; Hermundstad, Ann M., et al. "Variance predicts salience in central sensory processing." *eLife* 3 (2014): e03722, and references therein;

\(ii\) Many papers by the Simoncelli group about visual textures.

10.7554/eLife.09123.020

Author response

*Essential revisions*:

*The paper is currently written in such a way that only an exquisitely trained and alert specialist can appreciate these points. It is essential that the paper be reorganized so that there are clear questions set in context of the literature, and the paper and its logic become easier to follow for someone who is not working on motion detection in fly*.

*The current organization of the paper, indeed, is obscure. The paper starts by introducing 4 models that are elaborations of the Reichardt detector: (1) multiple channels that explicitly construct higher order correlation statistics, (2) A static front end nonlinearity, (3) separate correlations between lights and darks, (4) nonlinear combination through operations other than multiplication. This is a lot to take in, and only the most motivated readers will get past this point. Most readers, instead, will stop there. It would be much better to introduce the Reichardt detector (and ideally an energy model), show their failings (e.g. with glider stimuli) and then motivate ways in which they could be improved, and introduce a few of the alternative models (do we need all 4?). Otherwise, introducing the 4 models right away feels like introducing solutions in search of a problem*.

In response to this suggestion and others below, we have fully restructured our paper. Instead of introducing all models simultaneously at the beginning of the paper, we now first discuss experimental and theoretical reasons that the pure HRC might be disfavored. This includes introducing the puzzling glider psychophysical results. We then show that front-end nonlinearities, while able to improve motion signals with natural inputs, are unable to recapitulate the glider response patterns. We next explore the ON/OFF model, which is probably most proximal to the field's current conception of the circuit, and show that it improves natural motion estimation and matches experimental glider responses. However, it is important not to get stuck on the first model that fits the glider data reasonably well, because other aspects of *Drosophila*'s circuitry still conflict with the HRC's hypotheses. We thus continue to explore the space of models with other plausible nonlinear modifications to the HRC: the non-multiplicative nonlinearity model, an unrestricted nonlinearity model, which is a circuit-motivated renaming of the former "explicit multipoint correlator model," and an extra-input nonlinearity model. This last model is new to this revision, but we believe it is informative because it moves us further beyond the HRC and is motivated by EM reconstructions that show wide-field inputs to the fly's motion detectors.

As hinted above, we now focus much more on explaining the biological motivation for each model. This is aided by a new table in the manuscript, which gives experimental justifications for each generalization. One of our goals in this paper is to move away from orthodox models by emphasizing the potential of more complex circuit computations. However, the models we consider are roughly hierarchical, moving to ever more general conceptualizations. This enables us to conclude the paper with our bottom line -- the final model incorporates the variety of conceptual advances that were initially illustrated with specific models. This includes, but goes beyond, our point that many of our models improve natural motion estimation through asymmetric treatment of light and dark by the motion estimator. We believe this conceptual hierarchy of models clarifies why it is helpful to consider multiple models, rather than just one: the computational structure of the extra input nonlinearity model is too complicated to take in at once, and the other models in the hierarchy help to dissect it.

*A key problem is that all the models considered seem to work better than the Reichardt model, with no compelling argument for one vs. the other. Possibly this should be regarded as generating a set of alternate hypotheses for physiologists and anatomists to investigate, but it would be useful to understand better what separates these models*.

Our new structure, described above, provides a stronger rationale for each of the models, introducing them one by one and in a logical progression, from the most conceptually-proximal to the most generalized. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} now gives experimental rationales for examining each model type. We do not intend to present our models as competitors. Rather, each illustrates something new about naturalistic motion estimation. As the reviewers say, each generates a set of hypotheses for experiments. Our new hierarchical organization should make this clearer.

*Because of this, and because the style of writing is opaque, it is currently difficult to discern the "bottom line" in this paper. It reads as a survey of many possible models and some of their virtues and discontents*.

*It is essential for the authors to decide what exactly they want the paper to convey, and set out a clear set of questions in Introduction, answer them in Results, and return to them in Discussion. The current paper, by contrast, seems to change its mind along the way as to what those questions are, and the reader is left grasping for a specific set of questions that need addressing. For instance, the Discussion (second paragraph) emphasizes processing in segregated ON and OFF channels. Is this the main take-home message? If so, it should be clearly set out as a question in the Introduction*.

As described above, we have restructured the paper to better tease out the bottom line of our paper. More generally, we have highlighted several points that are most critical to the paper: (a) In the motion estimation circuit, nonlinearities are a feature, not a bug, and can be tuned to improve motion estimation in natural scenes. Such tuning also accounts for puzzling psychophysical results. (b) We must explore the space of models to discern critical details from non-critical ones, and make sure our results aren't the product of idiosyncracies of one particular model. (c) The critical detail of the models that reproduce the behavioral data is that they treat light and dark asymmetrically. (d) The models are conceptually hierarchical, and the most general model recapitulates the insights provided by its predecessors.

*More generally, it seems essential that the authors introduce the problem in a broader context. As written, the paper uses computational methods to specifically examine some possible mechanisms of motion estimation in flies in view of the inability of the traditional Reichardt model to explain how animals use higher order motion cues. These are important issues, but to engage that broader interest it would be good to relate more substantially with the literature on higher order statistics in natural scenes and adaptation of circuit structure and perceptual phenomena to these statistics. Some suggestions appear in Reviewer 3\'s specific comments, appended below*.

Thank you for this comment. Our revised manuscript rewrites the Introduction and parts of the Discussion to place our work in the broader contexts suggested by the reviewers.

*The language needs to become clearer. For instance, at the end of the subsection "Model responses to glider stimuli", you state, "utility of higher-order correlations for naturalistic motion processing is not restricted to a specific neural circuit implementation." What does this mean*?

In response to this comment we have tried to clarify and simplify our writing. (In this particular case, we meant that many models were sufficient to make use of HOCs to improve motion estimates. This is now clarified in the text.)

*Also, while it is understandable that the authors may want to protect the reader from too much detail, at the moment the paper seems to put too much away into the appendices for the reader to be able to follow exactly what is going on. In turn, the material in the appendices is written in an extremely mathematical style, too much so for the readers of this journal -- for example, "simply" is overused*.

We have moved some of the material from the appendices to the main text to make the paper easier to follow. All mathematics remains in the appendices. We have gone through all of the appendices to clarify our arguments and simplify our prose. This word "simply" no longer appears. We have added explanatory prose to help ease the reader through the math. More importantly, we think it's now possible for the reader to understand the paper without ever looking at the math, which is an important improvement.

*In addition to these key issues of organization and style, there are also some conceptual aspects that need work*:

*1) The paper seems to concern only rigid, constant, fronto-parallel motion. While this limitation needs to be explicitly stated, it also increases the strength of the findings. That is, there are many ways in which real motion estimation differ from this simplified scenario: for example, there are objects that may be moving independently of the visual flow, and objects may move in depth. Getting rid of these confounds will further complicate algorithms for extraction of visual flow, and influence what is "optimal". So it is really quite remarkable that even with these real-world complications neglected, the authors still find that extraction of motion is benefited by mechanisms that make use of high-order nonlinearities*.

We agree that this is remarkable and interesting, and we have added a Discussion paragraph about this point.

*2) The authors\' choice of a way to evaluate performance, i.e. correlation of the inferred motion signal with the veridical motion, is problematic for two related reasons. Firstly, performance can be increased merely by attenuating large-magnitude outliers in the estimate (even simply by passing the output through a sigmoidal nonlinearity, independent of the stimulus). Secondly, the mathematical analysis is complicated because of the need to compute the denominator. There is no single best measure of performance, but for the above reasons, correlation is suboptimal. Two possible alternatives are: (a) to use the covariance (or, equivalently, mean-squared error) more extensively -- this gets rid of the denominator problem, and may also simplify the understanding of the role of the autocorrelators; (b) to use mutual information between true and estimated velocity. The advantage of this is that it will not depend on any output transformation. There\'s a good argument that this is biologically appropriate, since after all, the fly does not need to know the velocity, it just needs to control its behavior -- and there may well be nonlinear transformations that intervene between the motion signal output, and the motor command. In sum, it would be useful to know whether maximizing covariance, or maximizing information about velocity, would lead to the same conclusions as maximizing correlation. Note that the authors don\'t necessarily need to refit the models to maximize mutual information. Rather, all that is needed is to take the existing fitted models and calculate the mutual information from the scatter plot of true velocity vs. calculated velocity -- a one dimensional calculation that can be done with binning in, say, 16 velocity bins of approximately equal occupancy*.

We thank the reviewers for this comment. We emphasized the correlation coefficient because it is intuitive and has a general relationship with the mean- squared error. In particular, we've always been choosing parameters that minimize the mean-squared error, and we're only using the correlation coefficient as a more intuitive metric to present those results. This was not clear in the previous draft. To make it clear in the new draft, we now introduce our optimization procedures in terms of the mean squared error, and we explicitly describe the relationship between the correlation coefficient and the mean squared error in the Methods and in [Appendix 2](#app2){ref-type="app"}. We also use this relationship to explicitly motivate our continued graphical reliance on the correlation coefficient. We hope that the situation is clear now. Simply put, everything in this paper is in terms of the mean squared error, and the correlation coefficient is merely an intuitive way to signify the mean squared error of correctly scaled models.

We have refrained from using mutual information to assess our motion estimators for both practical and conceptual reasons. Practically speaking, it is more difficult to tune high-dimensional models for mutual information than for the mean-squared error. The referees already allude to this practical problem by not asking us to refit the models. More importantly, we fear that the mutual information could be conceptually misleading in the present context. For example, the referees' comment about autocorrelators clearly indicates that they would not consider the speed of motion to be a good estimator of its velocity. We agree. Nevertheless, the mutual information between the velocity of motion and its speed is the entropy of the velocity distribution minus one bit, where the "minus one" corresponds to the missing information about the motion's direction. Thus, the mutual information between the speed and velocity can be huge for broad velocity distributions. For example, it can certainly be greater than 1 bit, in which case the mutual information metric would claim that the speed of motion is a better estimator of the velocity than the direction of motion. We think this is the wrong conclusion. As the referees say, what ultimately matters is how well the animal can control its behavior, and the direction of motion is clearly more useful for orienting behaviors than the speed of motion, independently of how broad the velocity distribution is. Furthermore, we would not consider the ensemble of raw photoreceptor signals to be a good estimator of the velocity of motion, but these signals have at least as much mutual information with the velocity as any motion estimator we can hope to dream up. Overall, we believe that both the mutual information and the mean squared error have their own domains of superiority, and we think that the mean squared error is a more appropriate fit for this paper. Both the mean squared error and the mutual information are standard metrics, and we hope the referees will permit us to emphasize the metric that we strongly prefer.

*3) The benefits of the autocorrelator are not clear, despite the paper\'s lengthy material on this point*.

Thank you for pointing out that this section was unclear. Your comments lead us to carefully revisit the utility of the autocorrelator, and these efforts have led us to clearer understanding. As described below, we still argue that autocorrelators have utility for motion estimation. We have fully rewritten the associated Appendix (now [Appendix 10](#app10){ref-type="app"}) to enhance its clarity in light of the referees' specific concerns. Note that the new appendix discusses the mechanisms underlying the autocorrelator's utility in a more general setting. The new paper organization leads us to emphasize a different computational example in [Appendix 10](#app10){ref-type="app"}, but we still comment on autocorrelators at the end. Below we will discuss [Appendix 10](#app10){ref-type="app"} as if it had emphasized an autocorrelator example, because we want our response to most directly connect to the referees' specific comments. We hope the combined concreteness and generality of the Appendix will help to clarify the situation for the referees and future readers.

*To get off the ground: is it the case that the stimulus set is symmetric with respect to velocity -- i.e., that each spatial profile is presented as moving both with positive and negative velocity? If this is not the case, then it would seem important to explain why this is justified, and of course, autocorrelators may help. And unless this asymmetry is present in natural stimuli, it would seem to be a flaw in the analysis that needs to be fixed*.

The previous ensemble was statistically symmetric, in the sense that each spatial profile was equally *likely* to be presented with velocity *v* and --*v*. However, it is conceivable that our finite ensemble of simulated motions was too small to have achieved the desired level of left-right symmetry. To eliminate this possibility, we generated a new ensemble that explicitly enforced left-right symmetry: whenever a pattern with velocity *v* was randomly sampled, we reflected the pattern and presented it with velocity --v. We numerically confirmed that mirror-paired photoreceptor signals were exactly equal between the two simulations. This change didn't affect the results, which suggests that our original ensemble was large enough to safely consider as left-right symmetric. Nevertheless, we now use the new ensemble with enforced left-right symmetry throughout the paper.

*Indeed, perhaps the stimulus set is actually not symmetric with respect to velocity. This is suggested by the sentence following* [*Eq. 7*](#equ7){ref-type="disp-formula"} *of* [*Appendix 4*](#app4){ref-type="app"}*: "The performance of the combined motion estimator is superior to the original direction selective estimator whenever the latter \[i.e., the direction selective estimator\] has a nonzero correlation with the autocorrelator."*

It is mathematically possible for the autocorrelator to be correlated with a direction- selective motion estimator (e.g. the HRC) without being correlated with velocity of motion. Indeed, this is what happens. The Appendix now discusses this initially counter-intuitive point at greater length. Basically, this result occurs because the HRC's response depends on the pattern that is moving, as does the autocorrelator's response. Because image-induced variability is partially shared between the HRC and the autocorrelator, the autocorrelator can help to eliminate image-induced noise from the HRC, thereby improving the motion estimate.

*Let\'s say a particular estimator A that was optimal had the following behavior. For a particular stimulus moving with a positive velocity (say, S*^*+*^*, with signed velocity v(S*^*+*^*)) gave a result E*^*+*^*, and for the same stimulus moving with a negative velocity (say, S*^*-*^*, with signed velocity v(S*^*-*^*)=-v(S*^*+*^*)) gave a result E*^*-*^*. We could also construct an estimator A\*, which first inverted the stimulus, and then applied A, and then inverted the result -- so that A\* would give the result of-(E-) for S*^*+*^*, and -(E*^*+*^*) for S*^*-*^*. If A is optimal, then (by symmetry) A\* would also have to be optimal. But then it would seem that a new estimator, B=(A+A\*)/2, would be better than both, unless A and A\* are identical. The reason for this is that B removes any bias (towards either positive or negative velocities) that A or A\* might have, and one can always decompose the error (across the entire ensemble) into the error for the summed velocity (v(S*^*+*^*)+v(S*^*-*^*)) and for the difference velocity (v(S*^*+*^*)-v(S*^*-*^*)), for each pair of stimuli. B reduces the error for the summed velocity to zero, and does not influence the error for the difference velocity. Is there a problem with this argument?*

We think this argument is elegant and 100% correct.

*Assuming that the stimulus set is symmetric w.r.t. velocity, and, the above argument is correct, then it is hard to understand how linear addition of a signal Z that is generated in a spatially-symmetric fashion, including an autocorrelator, can improve the performance of an estimator if measured by covariance*.

Your argument helped us to realize that autocorrelators are only useful when they are combined in a mirror anti-symmetric way across space, but this is what they had been doing all along. For example, in [Appendix 10](#app10){ref-type="app"} we discuss the usefulness of the autocorrelator: (f\*V_1)(g\*V_1) -- (f\*V_2)(g\*V_2). When the referees consider this specific form of autocorrelator, we think they will understand why its utility doesn't contradict their argument. Nevertheless, its utility might still be opaque, and we hope the material [Appendix 10](#app10){ref-type="app"} will make its utility easier to understand.

*But perhaps it might help by improving the correlation (see item 2 above) -- and this should be clarified*.

As described above, we do not think that our choice of error function is a cause for concern.

*On the other hand, using a symmetric signal Z in a nonlinear way (e.g., dividing by (1+Z*^*2*^*)) could improve the performance as measured by covariance or correlation, by reducing outliers. However, it is not clear that this is what the authors are doing.*

Part of the confusion regarding "what the authors are doing" probably relates to the fact that the old version of the Appendix had some discussion of autocorrelators that went beyond trying to explain the specific results that we observed. For example, we described some models that utilized autocorrelation functions in a nonlinear way. We have now deleted that material from the Appendix entirely.

*In sum -- the paper should clarify whether the stimulus set is symmetric with respect to velocity sign. If it is asymmetric, it should justify this asymmetry, and, be clear whether it is responsible for the utility of autocorrelators. If it is symmetric, then further explanation is needed as to why autocorrelators are useful*.

We hope [Appendix 10](#app10){ref-type="app"} has succeeded in this regard.

*4) Regarding the Discussion section concerning motion energy computations in vertebrates: In considering how the conclusions might apply to the motion energy model, it looks like the paper is suggesting that vertebrates might use different kinds of deviations from strict multiplication, because of the different linear structure of the motion energy model. In this regard, it would be useful to point out that cellular-level analysis in the macaque (Nitzany et al., Evolutionary convergence in computation of local motion signals in monkey and dragonfly. CoSyNe , 2014) shows that the consequences of these deviations is very similar in terms of the motion signal that is extracted -- at least in terms of detection of three-point correlations, which are crucial to this paper*.

We thank the reviewers for this citation, which is now referenced appropriately in that Discussion paragraph.

*5) Nesting of models. A diagram that shows the "nesting" relationships of the models -- which ones are special cases of others, and that the HRC is a special case of all -- would be helpful*.

This was a fun diagram to think about, and we agree it is helpful. We have included it in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, where we discuss the most general model, and its relationship to the others. In fact, this conception of the hierarchy of models was key to reorganizing the paper.

*6) Static nonlinearities at the front end: the paper considers binarization and histogram-equalization. Might it be useful to add a front-end nonlinearity that converts the intensity distribution to a Gaussian? Kurtosis would be higher than either, but this is the distribution that maximizes information (entropy) for a given variance -- so it would be interesting to see how it does*.

We simulated this Gaussianizing nonlinearity and found that it performed less well in natural scenes than the binarizing or equalizing nonlinearities. Like the other front-end nonlinearities, it didn't generate glider responses that matched the data. This information is fully included in the results section about front-end nonlinearities and in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

*7) The authors must make their program code for the results available either on the journal web site or on a publicly accessible data base. Please add details to the methods on this last point*.

We agree to provide code that will be posted on the journal website. However, we want to first ensure that the referees and editors are satisfied by our new paper organization. The process of assembling the code is time-consuming, so we want to do it only once in a way that reflects the final published paper's organization.

*Reviewer \#3*:

We thank Reviewer 3 for these specific comments. We have addressed them all in our revision. In particular, we have included an Introduction paragraph that puts our work in the broader context of natural scene statistics and visual processing.

*1) At the end of the Introduction, the authors say that the perceptual measurements are consistent with only a subset of their models. It would be useful to be clear up front here about which models worked and which ones didn\'t and in what ways*.

We think this should be clear in the revised manuscript, because we now go through the models more sequentially.

*2) A comment about writing style. The paper frequently has expressions like "we hypothesize that biology tunes its motion estimators\[...\]" (subsection "Strategies for visual motion estimation", first paragraph). Personally, I find it a bit grating to read this sort of broad (over-)generalization about "biology". Are there motion detectors of some kind in plants, cyanobacteria and tube-worms at deep-sea vents? Maybe, but the authors are not saying anything that would convince me about how they work. There are many such occurrences of the "biology does X or Y" phrasing, which the authors would be well-advised to remove. (Another example is in the third paragraph, but there are many others.) In any case, the hypothesis of tuning of circuits to natural scenes statistics arising from ordinary behavior is hardly new, so a nod to the venerable history of this idea would be a good thing here*.

We agree with this comment and have removed references to what biology does. In a few places, we have emphasized that evolution might tune specific parameters, and we have added appropriate citations for this idea.

*3) In reading the third paragraph of the subsecton "Strategies for visual motion estimation" and* [*Figure 1*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}*, I could not understand how the static front-end nonlinearity allowed the circuit compute higher order spatial correlations more easily. Or maybe that is not being implied, but it seemed to be. Later on it becomes more clear that the nonlinearity is supposed to remove kurtosis, but I was confused at this stage in the paper. More generally, it would be helpful to get some conceptual sense of why these particular models are considered -- otherwise one gets a sense of a bit of a grab-bag, especially since many of these models could be combined with each other, no doubt giving improvements in each case.*

In the new structure of the paper, we believe it is clearer why we chose these particular models. We have added [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, which gives clear experimental rationales (and citations) for each of the models and generalized models we consider. We have also changed our Introduction to give more background for why these models are chosen.

*4) In the subsection entitled "Each mechanisms outperforms the HRC\[...\]", the authors show that their various models work better than the HRC. They then say that they can gain insight because their models are theoretical tractable. As an example, they say that their front-end nonlinearity does contrast equalization. But this is the first time they say anything about the nature of the nonlinearity, and they don\'t say why this kind of normalization helps. So I am afraid that the insight does not come through. Continuing in this vein, they say that "a large fraction of \[...\] performance was afforded by a small number of correlation types". But there has been no discussion in the text at this point of the possible correlation types and which ones are being used, so the comment remains opaque. Then they write "binarizing nonlinearities also offered certain \[...\] advantages". Again, this is the first time binarizing nonlinearities are mentioned and it is not clear what the advantages are. It seems clear from the opacity of the text that more details of the model variations should be described earlier, in order to make the paper easier to read. Looking at* [*Figure 2*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *it is clear that everything outperforms the HRC. But the HRC really does poorly -- a correlation coefficient of 0.25 or so. The best mechanism has a correlation coefficient of 0.5. This leads me to worry that none of these proposed mechanisms actually works that well. Also, a main message of this paper is that multi-point correlations are important to motion estimation. But it seems in this Figure that the front-end nonlinearity has the biggest effect. Why didn\'t the authors combine this nonlinearity with the other mechanisms they consider?*

To address this comment, we have first clarified our prose surrounding the introduction of the front-end nonlinearities, and we describe more details earlier in the new structure of the manuscript.

The second point about the low correlation coefficient of the HRC is worth exploring. Our models perform no averaging in time or space, so their performance is worse than one could do if one pooled signals over space. The HRC performance we measure is reminiscent of the noisy performance reported in [@bib15]. The fact that the HRC doesn't work very well for natural inputs is part of the reason that we're looking for alternatives.

It is true that the front-end nonlinearity had the largest effect of any nonlinearity in improving natural motion estimates. Yet it poorly predicted the psychophysics. We agree that stringing models together may improve motion estimates, but our goal here was to first understand how the different mechanisms work in isolation. We believe that combining these nonlinearities is fodder for future work, but it is not appropriate in this paper, in part because of the combinatorial explosion expected when we start combining models, and in part because combining models makes it far more difficult to understand how they function to improve estimates. That said, we do now emphasize the hierarchical nature of our models, and the final figure of the paper should help future reader think about how these models might be combined.

It's also interesting to note that the front-end nonlinearities considered here eliminate the light-dark asymmetry from their natural inputs. Thus, such non- linearly preprocessed signals cannot combine effectively with some of the other mechanisms that we describe, such as ON/OFF processing. We now point this out in the text. Our overall view is that tuning frontend nonlinearities for motion estimation is a good way to improve estimation performance, but it doesn't provide a good way of understanding *Drosophila*'s computation and circuitry.

*5) The authors cite their own work for the glider stimuli. Don\'t these stimuli and associated analysis come from the decades of work by J. Victor and collaborators? I might be mistaken about this -- I am most familiar with the spatial stimuli created with gliders that I learned about from those papers. I understand how these stimuli are constructed from those works, but I suspect that the general reader will need a brief introduction at this stage in the paper, even though this is covered in previous works*.

We have introduced the gliders more prominently in the new structure of the manuscript ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We continue to cite Hu and Victor prominently as the originator of these spatiotemporal stimuli. We also now cite some of Victor's references containing spatial gliders in the Introduction.

*6) I appreciated the clear statement in the first paragraph of subsection "Model responses to glider stimuli" about what the HRC model fails to predict. In the next paragraph (and* [*Figure 3*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}*) the authors discuss how the front-end nonlinearity increases accuracy compared to HRC broadly speaking, but fail to match the responses to negative 2-point correlations and some 3-point gliders. Then they show that models that explicitly compute higher-order correlations correctly predicted the sign of all glider responses, but did not predict the detailed response amplitudes. They try different architectures and find that several architectures show similar performance overall. Of course the output of any of these circuits need not be directly equal to the turning rate of the animal. Am I correct in understanding that the model is that a single gain parameter should relate all of the turning rates under different conditions to the output of the circuit, and that this single gain is fixed by normalizing the positive two-point glider? Also, in* [*Figure 3*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}*, is the "equalized" model the same as the front-end nonlinearity model in* [*Figure 1*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}*? In what sense is it "equalized"?*

In response to the first question, the answer is yes: we are assuming that the behavior is proportional to the model output. This is in line with typical models of the optomotor response, which were first modeled as proportional to the HRC output.

In response to the second question, the equalized model is a specific front-end nonlinearity that transforms the natural input distribution into a uniform distribution. This is in contrast to the binarizing nonlinearity, which turns the natural input distribution into a binary distribution. We have clarified this point when we introduce the front-end nonlinearity models. Furthermore, the new paper architecture avoids the specific issue that the referee is referring to.

*7) In the subsection "Improving motion estimation by accounting for natural light-dark asymmetries", the authors describe results that show that accounting for bright-dark asymmetry improved the results of all of the mechanisms that got the sign of glider responses right. While the text has a technical discussion how various combinations of signals work, I did not understand from the text the conceptual reason why the bright-dark separation helps. At some broad level it is not surprising that adapting to the natural statistics helps with the detection of signals, and indeed it seems here that all the mechanisms are helped by incorporating bright-dark asymmetries. Is there a deeper insight here? Or maybe the point is that the authors are simply making a prediction that the higher order motion detection circuits in flies will be discovered to segregate ON and OFF pathways and then recombine them, independently of which detailed mechanism and nonlinearities are being used? Now in* [*Figure 4A*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}*, most of the quadrant models seem to do worse than HRC, and the (*--- ---*) quadrant seems not to be significantly better. And all of these models have a very low correlation with velocity. In view of this, could the authors please clarify why they are saying that accounting for bright-dark asymmetry in their model improves things?*

We apologize that this section was unclear. In the new manuscript, the presentation of this material is very different from the previous draft. For example, the results that were compressed into [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} are now more distributed throughout the narrative, which affords us the opportunity to discuss how each model incorporates light and dark information differently than prior models. We hope that our presentation is substantially clearer this time around.

When we say that accounting for light-dark asymmetry is helpful in the weighted 4- quadrant model, we meant to emphasize that the four quadrants can be combined in a better manner than the HRC predicts. We did not mean to say that the benefits of ON/OFF processing could be achieved by the isolated quadrants.

In terms of whether there is a deeper insight, we now include some discussion of the many different ways that the models utilized light-dark asymmetries. For example, we discuss how simple ON/OFF misses certain useful cues that are captured by other models. We also try to emphasize a broader set of conceptual points that go beyond the asymmetry between light and dark.

*8) In the subsection "Improving motion estimation by reducing kurtosis\\ the authors explain that their front end nonlinearities improved motion estimation by reducing the kurtosis in the inputs, even though they did not help with predicting glider responses. Would it help to have these nonlinearities along with the correlation detectors and the ON-OFF segregation discussed in previous sections*?

As discussed previously (see response to comment 4), the frontend nonlinearities that we use will eliminate the benefit of subsequent ON/OFF processing. It is less obvious how effectively frontend nonlinearities could be combined with the non- multiplicative nonlinearity model. However, the situation will certainly be much more complicated, because the signal and noise of the non-multiplicative nonlinearity model depend on more than the second and fourth-order statistics of the image ensemble. We point out in our discussion that several of these models could be combined in interesting ways, though combinations would change the optimal weightings. We consider pursuing this to be beyond the scope of the current work.

9\) As written, the paper uses computational methods to specifically examine some possible mechanisms of motion estimation in flies in view of the inability of the traditional Reichardt model to explain how animals use higher order motion cues. I agree with the authors that the work has potentially broader significance beyond the specific example discussed here. But in order to engage that broader interest it would be really good if the authors would engage more substantially with the literature on higher order statistics in natural scenes and adaptation of circuit structure and perceptual phenomena to these statistics. At the moment the engagement is cursory. Some suggestions appear below. None of the papers mentioned below is specifically about motion estimation and the suggestion to engage a bit more with all this is not intended to detract from the novelty of the present work; rather it will likely help readers to find the work situated better against this well-known context.

We thank the reviewer for the suggestion to add broader context. We have modified the Introduction and Discussion sections substantially to situate the reader within the broader context of natural scene regularities and their influence on visual processing. Through these changes, we have included many of the references suggested.
